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GE's New "Broadcast Controlled"
Color TV
NATESA Annual Convention
August 19-22

From the beginning,
our goal has been to
provide the best tuner
service never the
cheapest. You get what
you pay for in business
and tuner service is no exception.
The extra dollar you might pay at PTS
is peanuts when you consider the added

reliability and the
standards of excellence we apply to every
job. Thousands of PTS

customers must agree or
we wouldn't be the world's
largest tuner service company.
When you are comparing tuner service
companies, price alone doesn't tell the story.

SAME DAY SERVICE ORIGINAL PARTS ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
WE REPAIR THEM ALL

COLOR, BLACK & WHITE, TUBE,
TRANSISTOR OR VARACTOR
ANY MAKE OR MODEL.
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VHF or UHF.
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.$10.95
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UV -Comb.

(MAJOR PARTS AND SHIPPING EXTRA

. .

.$17.95

DEALER NET)

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC
PRECISION Ti 1NER SERVICE
General Headquarters: P.O. Box 272, Bloomington, IN 47401
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EDITOR'S MEMO

During the ten-year period 19661975 there were about 122.5 million

MORE

TV receivers purchased by consumers in this country, 53% (65.4

DEALERS
THAN EVER
BEFORE

million) of which were color and 47%

(57.1 million) of which were monochrome receivers.

Adding the 122.5 million TV receivers purchased during 19661975 and the 70.6 million TV receiv-

ers in use as of the beginning of
1966 and then subtracting from the

resultant total of 193.1 million the
125.3 million sets in use as of the
beginning of 1976 indicates that
there were about 67.8 million TV re-

The TV Set Population
As Profiled by EIA Data
The Marketing Services Department of the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) on June 1 released the 1976 edition of its annual
Electronic Market Data Book, a publication which many in the consumer

ceivers scrapped during the tenyear period 1966-1975. Of the 67.8
million scrapped, 82% (55.9 million)
were b/w receivers and 18% (11.9
million) were color receivers.

If the 2.8 million difference between the 125.3 million sets presently in use and the 122.5 million
sets sold during the ten-year period

1966-1975 is indicative of the

electronics industry consider to be number of pre -1966 TV receivers in
the most comprehensive and accu- the present population, then about
rate compilation of data available 98% of the present set population
about sales of and trends in con- consists of sets purchased during
1966-1975. If so, the composition of
sumer electronics.
The following profile of the trend in
the composition of the TV set population during the past ten years and

98% of the present set population is
as follows:

53% (65.4 million) are color re-

its present makeup is based on ceivers and 47% (57.1 million) are
computations and comparisons of

relevant data extracted from the

monochrome receivers

71% (87.4 million) are either

table or portable models and 29%
At the beginning of 1966, there (35.1 million) are either consol or
were about 70.6 million TV receivers combination models

1976 Electronic Market Data Book:

Of the 57.1 million monoin use in this country, 92% (64.8 million) of which were monochrome re- chrome receivers, 92% (52.7 milceivers and 8% (5.8 million) of which lion) are either table or portable
models and 8% (4.3 million) are
were color receivers.
At the beginning of 1976 there
were about 125.3 million TV receivers in use in this country, 53% (66
million) of which were monochrome
receivers and 47% (59.3 million) of
which were color receivers. Weighing these 1976 figures against those
at the beginning of 1966 indicates
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Now More Than
40 Locations
Offer Complete
Tuner Service

411

either consol or combination models.

Of the 65.4 million color receivers, 53% (34.6 million) are either
table or portable models and 47%
(30.8 million) are either consol or
combination models.

VHF or UHF. . .$10.95
UV Comb. . .$17.95

Copies of the 1976 Electronic

that during the ten-year period Market Data Book can be pur1966-1975 the number of mono-

chased for $20 each from: EIA Pub-

chrome receivers in use increased
by only 1.9%, while the number of
color TV receivers in use increased
by 922%.

lic Relations Dept., EIA, 2001 Eye

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006.

PRECISION TUNER SERVICE
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GTE Sylvania. Electronic Components Group. 100 First Ave.. Waltham, MA. 02154

Our testimonials are so great,
you might think we
twisted people's arms to get them.
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"Best lineavailability...
No comparison to other
brands:' James Cal
Pumphrey, Woodward &

Lothrop- Springfield,
Virginia.
"We use Sylvania for
90% of picture tube
replacements and have
not had any dissatisfied
customers:' Harold
Hollis, Benzie-Shook TV
-Denver, Colorado.
"Quality, they satisfy
my customers and reduce
callbacks:' William
Stanek, Stanek Electronics Labs-Manchester,

Not one of these picture
tube testimonials was
acquired under pressure.
We didn't even ask
people to say something
nice.

Harry Murray, Murray's
Television Sery ce-King
of Prussia, Pa.
"I have had good results

ham, Alabama.
"Good quality makes

and very few failures:'
Bobby Jones, Camilla TV
Service- Camilla,
Georgia.
"Have very few replacements when I use
Sylvania-good quality."
Robert Wayne, Accurate
Television-Parma, Ohio.
"We use Sylvania picture tubes over all others
regardless of price:'
Jesse Spain, Spain TV-

the product easy to sell:'

Pasadena, Texa 3.

Conn.
"We have always been

satisfied with Sylvania
tubes:' Mareck Bajana,
Ken Crane's Magna

City- Hawthorne,
California.
"Good color contrast
and brightness:' Russell
Treslor, Tele-Radio

Service Co.-Birming-

The results were pretty
impressive.
Dealers and Service
Technicians talked freely
about the quality of our
picture tubes, low number of callbacks, and the
breadth and availability
of our line.
If a Sylvania salesman comes around to
your store, be sure to tell
him, honestly and
straightforwardly, what
you think of our picture
tubes.
We promise not to use
any rough stuff.

1203 SYLVANIA
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
NATESA Convention For 1976 To Be Staged in Illinois

The National Alliance of Television and Electronic Service Associations (NATESA) will
hold their national convention this year at Pheasant Run Resort in St. Charles, Illinois.
The dates are August 19-22. The event will open with a golf tournament, followed by the
Executive Council meeting Thursday evening. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, semi-

nars on CB, video tape systems, warranty problems, VIR, business operations, and
association operations will be held. In between times, all regular meal functions, starting

with breakfast on Friday and ending with brunch on Sunday, will be sponsored by
various manufacturers and marketers. There'll be several industry -sponsored hospitality suites, and Saturday evening there'll be a grand banquet and floor show. The
Pheasant Run Resort is located in a suburb of Chicago, and is a totally -enclosed
vacation/convention complex with swimming, golf, tennis, horseback riding, and an
on -premises dinner theater.
The NESDA Convention, this year in San Antonio, (their program was covered by
ET/D last month) precedes the NATESA convention by two days. It ends on August 17th.
Sony Breaks Ground For Huge Facility In Kansas City

Ground was broken at the end of June for a multi -million dollar distribution center and
product testing facility in Kansas City, Missouri, for the Sony Corporation of America.
Construction will be completed in 1977, and when complete, the facility will employ 100
people. It will bring to 800,000 square feet the total warehouse space Sony has in the U.S.
The company also has large distribution centers in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles,
along with a set manufacturing plant in San Diego and an audio and video tape facility
now under construction in Dothan, Alabama.
CB Prices Expected To Drop Because Of Inventory Excess

Too much inventory and new technology could combine by this fall to bring down prices
of CB radio, according to Electronic News. The comments were made by Richard Horner,

president of E. F. Johnson. "There will be pockets of plenty and pockets of scarcity,"
Johnson said. "The Japanese are sending in over a million CB sets a month," Horner
continued, "and that's in addition to more than 200,000 sets being manufactured each
month in the U.S. This flood of instruments is bound to cause turbulence in retail prices,
perhaps in as little as 3 months."
Nearly Seven Million CB License Applications Expected In 1977

FCC's Chairman Wiley told a Senate committee recently that 6,800,000 CB license
applications are expected in 1977, compared to 4,800,000 in 1976. As reported inRadio &

Television Weekly, the average application load per month next year will be 566,000.
Processing time for licenses, according to Wiley, has now been reduced to less than 30
days, and the FCC goal is to bring that time down to 10 to 20 days.
Color TV Sales In Second Half Of 1976 Seen As Favorable

Although color TV sales this spring were below last spring, the industry appears to be
facing a favorable second half, according to James I. Magid, research analyst for Drexel
Burnham & Co., an investment and brokerage firm.
"Comparisons between this year and last year don't mean much," Magid explained.
"Last year prices were going up, warranties were down, and products were essentially
unchanged, but," he said, "this year prices are not going up, warranties are unchanged,
and there are significant changes in most product lines for 1977. In the second half of
this year," Magid concluded, "the elections and Olympics should also stimulate primary
TV set demand."
Vacation Shutdowns Another Sign of Color Sales Pickup

Last year, when color TV sales were lagging, some set manufacturers, according to TV
Digest, scheduled longer than normal vacation plant shutdowns, but this year most are
sticking to the traditional 2 -week period. Most manufacturers use the shutdown time to
convert production lines to the new models.
Quasar Announces Entry Soon Into Home VTR Field

Quasar TV will make their entry into the home VTR field late this year or early in 1977
with a much simplified tape transport, according to an announcement by Quasar president Robert Bloomberg. The new unit, Bloomberg said, will be "priced to encourage
volume home sales with a price under $1,000, or about $300 less than Sony's and Sanyo's
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LEADER TEST INSTRUMENTS

WE MAKE IT EASY

FOR you TO SERVICE
AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
for as law as S139.95
no-
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LDM-17(
AUDIO CIRCUIT
DISTORTION
METER
Measures distortion to
0.01%; S 'N ratio to
70dB signal levels from
100µV tc 300V! Has a
high gain amplifier
effective to 200KHz,
plus balanced circuitry
that suppresses

fundam'fl freq'y from
20Hz to 20KHz. The
LDM-170 is also useful
as a pre -amp in low
level circuits. It has

output terminals for
scope connect. to
observe waveforms & is
compact.

An Excellent buy ...
$549.S5

LAV-190
WIDE BAND
AUDIO ANALYZER

LAG -26
LOW DISTORTION

SINE/SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

It's a 3 in 1 Audio
Generator, Attenuator

& AC Millivoltmeter!
Has 6 or 60012, dual

impedance matching
network and a 10Hz to
1 MHz freq'y range (5

steps) in the audio
generator section.
Adjustable output is
2.5Vrms into 60012.
Harmonic distortion is
0.3%. The attenuator is
continuously variable
and there's a 150µV to
500V AC mVmeter
scale that's easy to
read! Consumes 7VA!

With Accessories ...
5499.95

04

An advanced design for
testing audio &
supersonic freq'y
ranges! Features a low
distortion sine wave & a
fast rising 0.5p.sec.
square wave for
transient response
tests. It is also used for
modulation & distortion
tests. Sync's signals
from an external
source; has a 200KHz
freq'y range. 4 bands;
and 600 II output
impedance.

LAG -120

SINE/SQUARE
WAVE

AUDIO
GENERATOR
Here's the unit that
tests the most sensitive
Hi-Fi gear quickly &
accurately! It generates
sine & square waves
from 10Hz to 1MHz and
offers easy push-button
freq'y range switching.
The Solid State
circuitry keeps
distortion to 0 1%. Also
featured is a built-in
trigger term; switch
controtled freq. ranges;
and up to 20d13

A Real Value ...

attenuation. Unusually
accurate & effective!

$139.95

Portable ...

LAG -125
LOW DISTORTION
AUDIO
GENERATOR
The professional's
instrument for testing
Hi-Fi, amps, speakers,
filter networks, etc.
Gives clean, sharp
square waves to trigger
pulse gen.'s & test
transient resp. Offers
burst type signals for
speakers. Has dBN
dual scale output
meter; push-button
freq'y range select plus
sync. from an ext'I
source. The 10Hz-1KHz
range has a flat output
response and distortion
is 0.03%.

With Accessories ...
$499.95

$219.95

"Put Us To The Test"

LEADER

Instruments Corp.
151 DUPONT STREET, PLAINVIEW, N.Y. 11803 (516) 322-9300
In Canada °matron. Ltd Montreal Quebec
...far more details circle 122 on Reader Service card
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When you think of receiving tubes,
think of RCA and the man

who's got them all.
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products." The new tape transport to be used in Quasar's VTR deck doesn't require that
the tape be pulled out to meet the head. Instead, the tape head enters the cassette to meet
the head.
New Firm-CablEquities Corp.-Formed By Moe Pioneers
Arthur and Robert Baum, the originators of Vikoa, have formed CablEquities Corpo-

ration, a new firm that will provide system brokerage and management services to the
cable industry.
Robert Baum stated "We have the capability of purchasing new cable franchises and
financing systems, or we will finance and manage existing systems." Headquarters are in
Tenafly, N.J.
Tri-Potential Gun Is Common Denominator For New Picture Tube Offerings

Three of the major picture tube manufacturers-Zenith, Sylvania, and RCA-have
now introduced their new TV picture tube products for 1976-77, all featuring a tripotential electron gun, but differing in the deflection angle. Zenith was first with the
"Able" tube, to be used in their 19 -inch color line. It features a 100 -degree deflection
angle, which company spokesmen say makes possible a beam spot size only 60% of
comparable 90 -degree delta -gun tube design. Sylvania was next, also with a tri-potential
gun and 100 -degree deflection but with different glass design than Zenith's Corning developed glass. Sylvania spokesmen, TV Digest reports, claim that "the Sylvania tube
has improved center focus, with spot size 30% smaller than comparable delta tubes. Glass
is of conventional design."
The latest to announce their new tube is RCA. They also have an in -line tri-potential
electron gun, but use a 90 -degree deflection, claiming that "the 90 -degree deflection will
provide significantly lower set costs, lower energy consumption and lower chassis temperature than 100 -degree deflection. RCA will use the existing glass design (Mark III)
and will feature it in a 25 -inch tube.
An All -industry Warranty Claim Form Is Now a Reality

The Executive Committee of NARDA (National Association of Retail Dealers of
America) voted approval at their spring meeting of a single form that can be used in
6 / ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, AUGUST 1976

You name it and your RCA Distributor's got it. Glass
tubes. Miniatures. Metal tubes. Novars. Compactrons. Nuvistors. Nearly 1100 types - all of the

highest quality standards - the same standards
that have made RCA tubes the most widely used.
And he's got what you need when you need it. You
can count on your RCA Distributor to be well
stocked - ready to supply you with RCA receiving
tubes at all times.
Plus you can get RCA service and business aids,
too. Get all the help you need with our popular
caddies, service tools, technical literature and a
wide assortment of in-store signs and displays.
Your RCA Distributor will tell you how to get them.
Get your share of gifts - Tear 'n' Share '76. This
RCA dealer awards program runs through November 30, 1976. Don't miss your share of the rewards
for using RCA receiving tubes and color picture
tubes. Ask for a Tear 'n' Share '76 Prize Book.

See your local RCA Distributor for all your tube
needs. RCA Distributor and Special Products
Division, Building 206-2, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08101.

RCA

Receiving
Tubes

...for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card

making warranty labor claims for most of the electronic products sold in this country.
This is in addition to the form already in use for making warranty labor claims for the
largest part of appliance products sold.
NARDA president F. Hardy Rickbeil said "This is a tremendous breakthrough. It
means that only one, or at the most two, forms will replace dozens that are now in use. It
also eliminates one whole paperwork step."
The Pressure Is On To Curb Color TV Imports From Japan

According to TV Digest, American TV and parts manufacturers and unions are "com-

bining" to launch the most massive attack ever to block what they feel is pending
Japanese takeover of the color market in the U.S.
In addition to Sylvania's complaint before the International Trade Commission and
the anti-trust damage suit filed by Zenith and NUE in Philadelphia, TV Digest points
out, "the toughest drive may be yet to come-a two -pronged attack by the EIA Tube
Division and the effort by a group of U.S. manufacturers and unions which has hired
Washington's top protectionist legal firm to show them the way."
Hong Kong Stepping Up Production Of CB Radios

Hong Kong Colony's electronic firms have stepped up production of CB radios to meet

increasing demand from the U.S. Only a handful of companies in Hong Kong are

producing CB radios now, according to the Hong Kong Trade Development Council, but
several additional radio manufacturers are looking seriously at getting into the swim.
Companies now producing in the Colony are Atlas Electrodics which will produce 25,000
sets in 1976, and Soundic Electronics which plans production of between 5 and 10,000
sets by September. In 1975, 1.78 million CB transceivers were exported, of which 874
went to the U.S.
CET Exam Used In Illinois Electronics Trouble -shooting Contest

Fifty-seven high school and college student took part recently in a radio and TV

trouble -shooting contest sponsored by the Illinois Association of Electricity/

Electronics Educators. The exam for Certified Electronic Technician (CET) Associate
continued on page 10
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We don't want you to miss a
single issue of ET/D!
So we're suggesting that you periodically check the EXPIRATION DATE CODE
included on the address label of each issue of E --/D you receive...

This code tells you the month and year in which your current subscription expires...
YEAR

MONTH (Numerals 1 thru 9 indicate JAN. thru SEPT. and "X
indicates OCT., "Y" NOV. and "Z" DEC.)
ANYJ9461124-P21H
-Y76JOHN O. SHOPOWNER

-AA

-Y793AL
AS

AJAX ELECTRONICS

10 NORTH 5th ST
ANYTOWN

MN

55801

About 3 months before your current subscription expires, we suggest that you:
1) Remove your address label from the front cover and paste or tape it in the
name -&-address portion of the postage -paid pre -addressed PERSONAL
SUBSCRIPTION CARD, which is part of the Reader Service Card included in each
issue

2) Place a "Z" in the RENEWAL box on the card and in the box which corresponds
to the period for which you are renewing (1, 2 or 3 years)
3) Tear out the PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION CARD and drop it in the mail...we'll bill
you later

THAT'S ALL THERE IS TO INSURING THAT YOU DON'T MISS A
SINGLE ISSUE OF ET/D!

PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION CARD
For countries outside the U S

please apply appropriate postage before mailing

Get a FREE BONUS

with your personal subscription to
111 3 Years $16
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER! 2 Years $12
El Payment Enclosed
Li; Bill Me
1 Year $ 7*
1

'BONUS: With a 2 or 3 year subscription, you receive both TEKFAX 112 and the
ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK free! If you are subscribing for 1 year,

please indicate your choice of either:

dile

[1 TEKFAX 112

I] ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDEBOOK

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:
1

In the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is vour firm PRIMARILY a:
(please check most descriptive item)
Retailer with service department
Service repair firm with some retail
Service Repair firm with no retail

2. Title (please check one)
Owner manager buyer other executive

eA

Industrial eectronics service firm
Manufacturer
Other (plea .e descrbet
Service manager

TITLE

FIRM

STREET

CITY

STATE

a;1

Service repairman or other employee

0 If you are renewing your subscription, check here and attach your address label. It you renew your subscription for 2 to 3 years, you are still eligible to receive your free
bonus
Please allow 60 days for order processing. Under the terms of this offer, receipt of payment shall constitute publisher's obligation to deliver premium merchandise,
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PHENOMENAL BREAKTHROUGH

IN UHF RECEPTION!
Don't say you can't get good UHF reception
until you've tried this new combination by Winegard
New Super Lo -Noise
Preamp With New
Antenna Makes Poor
Pictures Good and Fair
Pictures Excellent
Good reception of UHF stations is more important than ever. Programming has great-

ly improved in recent years on the U's
and many offer exclusive sports coverage
viewers so eagerly want. If you sell sets
or install antennas in UHF areas, you know
what we're talking about.

Winegard AC -4990 Preamplifier Combined With

The Problem

CH -9095 Antenna Delivers Amazing UHF Reception.

You also know what we're talking about
when we say that reception of UHF stations in most areas is rarely as good as
you get on the VHF stations. This is a
major, universal problem.
Why the problem? For one thing, many

UHF stations are not on full authorized
power. And, transmission line losses at
UHF frequencies present difficulties. But
the biggest culprit of all is the high noise
figure of the TV set tuners at UHF frequencies.
Generally speaking, you have to deliver

3 times as much clean UHF signal to the

set as you do VHF signal-in order to
get comparable reception.
The quantity and quality of UHF signal
you feed the set is greatly determined by
the antenna and preamplifier you use.
SPECIFICATIONS

AC -4990

GAIN
UHF

17.5db

BANDPASS (MHZ)
VHF -FM
UHF

54 to 216
470 to 890

MAX. TOTAL OUTPUT
(Volts)
UHF

The Solution
A few months ago Winegard Company in-

troduced a new line of Chromstar UHF

doubling the effective reception range.

antennas featuring a new Tri-linear director system. This configuration offers the
highest gain we've ever seen on a UHF
antenna and the field reports we've been
getting from professional installers have
been most enthusiastic.
Now Winegard Company is introducing
another ...and even bigger breakthrough.
This is a super lo -noise UHF preamplifier,
Model AC -4990, It has a 6db signal-tonoise improvement over the best UHF pre amps previously available.
Combine :he AC -4990 with a Winegard
CH -9095 Chromstar UHF antenna and you

get a 9db improvement or 3 times cleaner
signal.
This means you can give good UHF pic-

UHF

.126

NOISE FIGURE
UHF

2.2db

New Sales Potential
Potential sales of CH -9095's and AC 4990's are greatly increased. This combo
can be sold in areas where UHF reception hasn't been good enough to bother
with and, as a replacement for customers
who are only getting "fair" reception now.
Incidentally, the AC -4990 preamp has a
VHF bypass so it can also be used with
any Winegard V -U Chromstar antenna with

excellent results.
Antenna dealers in UHF areas are advised to try this new Winegard antennapreamp combination as soon as possible.

Seeing is believing ...and the new profit

tures to customers who can barely get
UHF now. It means you can deliver "excellent" reception to those who now receive just "fair" pictures.

opportunities are tremendous.
NOTE: Due to demand, the AC -4990

*Pat.

with your Winegard distributor.

Pending.

.882

MAX. TOTAL INPUT
(Volts)

In actual practice, good reception of all

UHF stations is now extended up to 30
additional miles... in many cases nearly

OO

preamp will be in short supply for a few
months. An order should be placed now

WINEGARD
COMPANY

3000 Kirkwood Burlington, Iowa 52601
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

continued from page 7

Certificate was used to qualify those students who, after passing the exam, entered the
trouble -shooting phase of the contest. Nine students made it. High schoolers worked on
AM radios breadboarded by Energy Concepts. College students worked on color TV's
supplied by Quasar Corporation. Prizes for the contest were supplied by Simpson, Tektronix, Hewlett Packard, Triplett, Paxton/Patterson, American Technical Society, Tab
Books, Brodhead Garrett, Bobbs-Merrill Co., Delmar, Aidex and Goodheart Wilcox.
Gulf & Western Is a New Entrant Into Consumer Electronics

The huge international conglomerate, Gulf & Western Industries, plans to enter home
electronics, according, to TV Digest. One of the firm's first steps was acquisition of all
assets in Muntz Home Theatre project TV. Actually, Sega Enterprises of Redondo Beach,
California, bought the firm from Earl Muntz, but Sega is owned 95% by G & W. Projection
TV & video games is expected to be the base of the new operation.
Gulf & Western is a collection of about 150 businesses, including Paramount Pictures
and Simon & Schuster Publishing.
B & K -Precision Moves To New Headquarters

The new headquarters location for B & K -Precision Products of the Dynascan Corporation are at 6460 W. Cortland, Chicago, Illinois 60635. Myron E. Bond, VP of Marketing,
says all orders and correspondence should be sent to the new location. The B & K Service
Department remains at 2815 W. Irving Park Rd., Chicago.
The World's Longest -playing Long-playing Cassette Recorder Is Introduced

If there were a category for electronic equipment in the Guiness Book of Records, the
Model LP -20 cassette recorder from Answerline Associates, Inc. of Mount Vernon, N.Y.
would probably be listed. The new device is billed as "the world's first 20 -hour standard
cassette recorder." It records at the speed of Vi inch per second, providing 7 times the

recording time of other recorders, 10 hours on each side. Uses would be for: court
reporting, classroom and conference recording, data logging, etc.

tuk mita t4 Lust
REPLACEMENT

AMERICA'S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE/INDUSTRIAL

FocuStatTM

FOCUS BLOCKS

CATALOG
11111

8 Major Product Lines.

Trzr Over 5000
11111 Products.
1:11,ntri 336 Pages With

11111 Alpha & Numerical
hid ices.

*GC * WALSCO * TELCO * CALECTRO
ELECTROCRAFT * AUDIOTEX * CB
SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
TODAY FOR YOUR

NOW! IN 3 MODELS 31-020, 31-021 and 31-022
to replace
ADMIRAL 7500871 thru
PHILIPS 504-080 000
ADMIRAL 61066-1 thru 10
ZENITH 63.9893 thru 9898
PHILCO 33-1390-1 tlyu 3
WARWICK (SEARS) 13-94, 13-10.4,
CURTIS MATHES 08A161-001 thru 003
13114, 1312-4, 13-18-4,
MAGNAVOX 230199 1.2 and 4
13.194 and 13.20.4
AND MANY OTHERS

FREE COPY 1

40
CTRONICS

GC ELECTRONICS
DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS U.S.A 61101

r,
ilk
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
P 0 BOX 3828 SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33518/ P.0 BOX 5218 REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
Phony. ( 813 ( 371/202
Phone
( 415 1366.6283
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COT MODITLAIRITIS ?

Suffering frorrinik.....,iie cross reference chart
fatigue? YOU think modules are expensive
to stock and tough to repair? WE both know
modular TV's are here to stay.
All General Electric's 1976 25", 19", 17"
and 13" diagonal color sets are modular

in design; but they're designed to be
serviced with or without modules.

GE Engineers work with top service
industry experts to design TV's you can

service - anyway you want to.
JUST pop in a new module and forget
it.

OR sub a module to locate the problem,

then repair the failed module and
reinstall.

Troubleshooting charts and service aids
guide you to locate defective modules
and find the fault. And General Electric
stocks the replacement parts you need to
replace or repair modules.
How tough can it be? General Electric

recommends that you stock only 16
modules to service GE 1973, '74, '75 and
'76 lines of its modular color sets. That's

right - only 16 modules!
You provide the expertise and common
sense. We provide "three way" service

OR repair the set without using modusing the skills you've deules
veloped over the years.
The sets are loaded with plug disconnects and modules have abundant clear
component and test point markings.

capability.

TELEVISION
°performance

GENERAL

.

.

.

Have it our way. Do it your way.

We're making it our business
to make your business easier.
ELECTRIC
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Business Letters-They're Easier cluded are descriptions of the Sencore
Than You Think-is the topic of a `family' of "Cricket" transistor tester/

Tax Forms For Business, that are
available from V. W. Eimicke Associates, are detailed in their new Tax

new booklet produced for electronic
service shops by Dick Pavek of Tech
Spray. While it has nothing to do with
the company's products, it does provide a lot of good hints on effective
business letter writing including collection letters, parts order communi-

analyzers, the "Big Henry" multi meters, the "Mighty Mite" tube tester,

the "Big Mack" and "Super Mack"
CRT testers and restorers, and the

"Little Huey" digital color bar
generator, plus the full line of other

electronic test equipment. Prices are
Forms Catalog. Included are W-2
Wage and Tax Statement Forms, cation and promotional letters. The included. Available free from Sencore
1099's, 941a's, and a W-4 Employees suggestions in the booklet take the in- Instruments, 3200 Sencore Drive,

Withholding Allowance Certificate. effective stuffiness out of traditional
The range of forms available covers business letters. Free from Tech

Sioux Falls, S.D. 57107.

simple 5 -on -a -strip forms to continuous computer forms, mini -computers

"The Scanner Business-A Primer

Spray, P.O. Box 949, Amarillo, Texas
79105.

through high speed computer self-

For Retailers" is the subject of a new

16 -page booklet from The Electra
mailers. Available free from Laurel An Electrolytic Guide and the 1976 Company. The booklet was introduced
Office Aids Division, V. W. Eimicke general line catalog for professional at the PC '76 Show in Las Vegas. It is a
Associates, Inc., Bronxville, N.Y. electronic technicians and engineers primer which explains the basics of
10708.

is now available from Cornell- scanner retailing "from the begin-

Dubilier. The 86 -page catalog pro- ning." It includes kinds of scanners,
vides cross references, specifications how to set up a scanner department,
tailed in the latest catalog from Avan- and configurations. Included are twist and how to advertise and promote
ti. Antennas included, and utilizing prong, electrolytic (aluminum) film scanners. Available free from The
the Avanti principle of co -induction, dielectric, AC, Mica dielectric, Electra Company, 300 East County
are the omni-directional Astroplane ceramic dielectric and DC Kraft. In- Line Road, Cumberland, Indiana
and the directional efficiency of the formation on CDE's relays, TV/FM an- 46229.
Astrobeam, PDL-II, and Moonraker. tenna rotor systems and CB noise filFacts about CB mobile and base an- ters are also provided. Write to: Wil- Handtools for Electronic Assemtennas, the principle of co -induction, liam Carlson, Cornell-Dubilier, 150 ble & Production are pictured and
and full specifications of the com- Avenue L, Newark, N.J. 07101.
described in EPE catalog No. '76. Inpany's products are included. Availformation is provided on handtools for
C.B. Antennas, in full color, are de-

able free from Avanti Research & Development, 340 Steward Ave., Addison, Ill. 60101.

Electronic Test Instruments are wire cutting, bending, cutting and
displayed and described in full color in

the newest catalog from Sencore. In-

QUICK CHARGE IRON QUICK CHANGE TIPS
IfilktQuick Charge Cordless

Soldering Iron recharges in
3-41h hours. Uses any of
Wahl's 16 snap -in tips.
Low voltage, battery powered,
ground free isolated tip design.
7571

BEVELED TIP

7579

BEVELED TIP

7592

BEVELED TIP

7

3

7573 -- TINNING TIP =5

7565

V

TIP

-5

5

-7572- BLUNT TIP -5

7593 -- BEVELED TIP -

=7577 - CHISEL TIP =5

-7566- MICRO SOLDERING TIP

I545 - FINE TIP ,2

.1536 - REGULAR TIP .6

7596 - KNIFE TIP

.756E -HEAVY DUTY TIP 'A

7554
TUNER
EXTENSOR TEP

-7519 - CONCAVE CENTERING TIP PE

.74111 - CIRCUIT BREAKER TIP

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING.

Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525
"Manufacturing Excellence Since, 1919-

12 /
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bending, cut and swage or crimp, com-

ponent lead formers, pneumatic cutters, thermal wire strippers, and dispensers for flux and solvents. Available free from EPE Corp., 6 Kane Industrial Dr., Hudson, MA 01749.

59 Ways to Save Time and Money

Designing and Testing in Elec-

tronics is the name of a new full -color
32 page catalog of electronic prototype

breadboarding and test equipment

now available from Continental

Specialties Corporation. Included are
descriptions of a low-priced, precision

digital pulse generator, a selective threshold test instrument which tests
and indicates logic states of all popular
digital IC families up to 16 pins, and a

compact, circuit -powered multifunction test tool with a memory. The
catalog also features helpful hints on

the use of solderless breadboarding
sockets and breadboards. Available
free from Continental Specialties Corporation, 44 Kendall Street, P.O. Box
1942, New Haven, Connecticut 06509.

A New Entertainment Semicon-

ductor Replacement Guide providing cross references to GE universal
replacement semiconductors is now
available to electronic service technicians. Featured in the newly revised
and updated catalog, ETRM-4311, besides cross reference guide are application and technical data on the de-

vices and outline drawings with di-

mensions. Also included are 52 new
entertainment semiconductor devices
recently added to the GE line for TV,

FM, and FM stereo applications.
Suggested user prices are also included. Suggested price is $1 at GE
distributors.

A Two -volume Set Of Solid State

Data Books is now available on
RCA's line of linear integrated circuits, COS/MOS integrated circuits,

microprocessors, memories, discrete

MOS devices, power transistors,

silicon -controlled rectifiers, triacs,
rectifiers, diacs, RF and microwave
power devices, and high -reliability integrated circuits and discrete devices.

The set-SSD-200D-contains 1,232
pages, and may be ordered by volume
at $6.00 each, or the two volumes for
$10.00. Send checks or purchase orders to RCA Solid State Division, Box
3200, Somerville, N.Y. 08876.

A Replacement Guide & Catalog
For Semiconductors, with almost
106,000 types listed, has been issued

for 1976 by GTE Sylvania. Included in
the new 220 -page catalog are descrip-

tions, circuit drawings, and a crossreference guide to transistors, diodes
and rectifiers, SCR's, TRIAC's, special
purpose devices, quartz color oscillator
and burst filter crystals, modules and

integrated circuits, and accessories.
The new catalog is now available at
GTE Sylvania distributors, or GTE
Sylvania Advertising Services Center,
70 Empire Drive, West Seneca, N.Y.
14224.

Electronic Test Instruments, with
photos, specifications, and prices, are

covered in the newest catalog from
Heath-Schlumberger. Included are:
oscilloscopes, chart recorders, power
supplies, frequency counters, function
generators, CRT rejuvenator -testers,

digital multimeters, VOM's and

VTVM's and accessories. The new
catalog is available free from Heathl
Schlumberger Instruments, Depart-

ment #526-205, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022. II

UPCOMING IN
SEPTEMBER ET/D
Intro To Quasar's New "Super
Module" Color TV Chassis

Troubleshooting Pincushion
Circuits In Color TV

Factors To Weigh When

one Generator
$299.95

NV'. PEND.

'etti

taw tile
.11.1.0111.

(tua

1.10%

iii 4 40. 7............,..

of the most
useful, UNIQUE patterns of the ATC-10
is the GRAY QUAD
One

pattern below. Use
it for checking and
adjusting gray scale
or
for
tracking
checking effects of
video level upon hor-

izontal sync. Use it
to check for re-

ATC- I 0

GENERAL TELEVISION
SERVICER
Extra wide range RF/1F attenuator for
testing receiver sensitivity.
HATCHDOTS - versatile composite pat-

versed yoke connec-

tions - vertical, horizontal or both. Use
it to check low frevideo

quency
sponse.

tern for dynamic & static convergeance

you

plus other checks.
COLOR BARS pattern with 6th bar

us.

re-

It can save

time, trouble

and money! Writ I.

marked to make your job easier.
3.58 MONITOR pattern for oscillator
frequency checks with no need to short
the AFPC test point.

RED RASTER pattern for checking and
adjusting purity at the flip of a switch.

High level, 75 ohm output provided.
2 year factory warranty.
30 day money back guarantee.
2 volume owner's manual available separately - $1.00.

American Technology Corporation
225 Main Street, Dept. 8B, Canon City, Colorado 81212 (303)275-8991, ext. 2.
...for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card

Exact
replacements.
Whenever
you need them.
Wherever
you are.
Triad is known for more than just unsurpassed quality. We also
have one of the most complete lines of transformers in the
industry. Whether you need replacement transformers for
televisions, ni-fis or radios, Triad has the exact unit to
fit. From power, filament and audio transformers to flybacks
and yokes. And they're all available whenever you need
them, wherever you are. Find out for yourself. Write Triad

today for your free catalog.

Selecting CB To Sell & Service

How To Analyze Balance
Sheets

LD
TRIAD-UTRAD
Distributor Services
Litton
305 N. Briant St., Huntington, Indiana 46750

...for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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GE's

"BroadcastControlled"
Color System
Part 1
Analysis of a new color control
system which uses the TV station
vertical interval reference (VIR) signal
to automatically adjust the receiver's
color saturation and tint*

Fig. 1-VIR Module shown mounted in GE's new YM color TV ghouls.

General Electric has introduced in its 1977 line
of color TV receivers two new chassis-the YM
and YC-2-which are equipped, on an optional

ule without the use of a soldering iron.
The composition of the VIR signal and how it is
detected, processed and used by GE's "Broadcast

ically adjust the receiver's color saturation and
tint to compensate for changes in the amplitude

THE VIR SIGNAL

basis, with a revolutionary new color control sys- Controlled" color system to automatically adjust
tem which uses the broadcast station -originated color saturation and tint are described in the folvertical interval reference (VIR) signal to automat- lowing paragraphs.
and phase of the station's color signal which might
otherwise cause unwanted variations in the color
saturation and tint displayed by the receiver.

To provide a means of monitoring the performance of their broadcast equipment and various
parameters of their program material, TV broadGE's "Broadcast Controlled" color system is casters transmit within the composite TV signal
computer activated by a two -position "VIR" switch two types of test signals-the VIT and the VIR. As
on the front panel of the receiver. When the VIR illustrated in Fig. 2, both types of test signals are
switch is in the ON position and a VIR signal is transmitted at the vertical interval rate and, to
being received from the station, a VIR indicator prevent interference in the picture displayed by
light on the front panel of the receiver is illumi- the receiver, both types are transmitted during a
nated, the receiver's manual COLOR and TINT con- portion of the scanning time occupied by the vertitrols are "disengaged," and the saturation and tint cal blanking bar, which contains the first 21 scanof the color displayed by the receiver are automat- ning lines of each of the two interlaced fields
ically controlled by the VIR-activated color control

system. If both of these conditions are not

satisfied-VIR switch ON and VIR signal being
received-the receiver will remain in the manual
mode of operation and color saturation and tint
will be dependent on the settings of the manual
COLOR and TINT controls, respectively.

which make up a complete TV vertical frame.

One type, called the vertical interval test (VIT)
signal, is transmitted on either line 17, 18 or 20 of
each of the two vertical fields. The principal pur-

pose of the VIT signal is to monitor the perfor-

mance of the station's transmitting equipment and
the other components of its broadcast system.

The circuits which detect and process the VIR
The other type of broadcaster -originated test
signal and develop from it the control voltages re- signal is called the vertical interval reference (VIR)
quired to automatically adjust color saturation and and, in accordance with an October 1975 ruling by
tint are contained on a single plug-in "VIR" mod- the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), is
ule, shown installed in a YM chassis in Fig. 1. transmitted only on line 19 of each of the two inThis module, which is equipped with five plug-in terlaced fields. The principal purpose of this test
integrated circuits (ICs) and thirty transistors, is signal is to monitor the parameters of the actual
connected to associated circuits and other modules TV program material being transmitted. It is this
in the receiver by a system of plugs and slip -off signal-the VIR-which GE's "Broadcast Conconnectors which permit removal of the VIR mod- trolled" color system detects and uses to automati-

cally control the receiver's color saturation and

* Material for this article supplied by the Television tint. (The FCC ruling that line 19 be used only for
Business Department, General Electric VIR transmission did not make VIR transmission
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Fig. 2-Representative illustrations of the blanking bar portion of the two interlaced fields which
make up a TV vertical frame. The 19th line of both fields is reserved for transmission of the VIR

Fig. 3-The vertical interval reference (VIR)

signal.

signal as it appears on line 19.

receiver's simulated Blue Drive signal. 3) It developes a DC tint -controlling voltage by processing
the VIR related portion of the receiver's R -Y sig-
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Fig. 4 is a simplified, overall block diagram of
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EXISTING
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the VIR Module.
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AND
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ONT ROLL E RS

(MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC
MODE ACTIVATION)

Fig. 5 is a detailed block

cam of the line

recognizer stages of the VIR Module. The line rec-

ognizer receives three inputs from the television
receiver: sync pulses, horizontal retrace pulses,

and composite video. Five outputs, which are

LINE

9 J1

DC TINT CONTROL

TINT
CONTROLLER

VOLTMSE
TO RECEIVERS CRIROMA

PROCESSING CIRCLIITRy

applied to the module's controller stages, exit from
the line recognizer: 1) A 63 -microsecond keying
pulse corresponding to the 19th line of each com-

posite video field; 2) a 15 -microsecond keying
pulse corresponding to the chrominance reference

interval of the VIR signal occurring on line 19;

COLOR

LEVEL
CONTROLLER

'

3) a 35 -microsecond keying pulse corresponding to
DC COLOR CONTROL
VOLTAGE

TO RECEIVERS CHROMA
PROCESSING CIRCUITRY

Fig. 4-Simplified block diagram of the VIR Module.

by TV stations mandatory; consequently, not all
TV stations presently transmit the VIR signal.)
Fig. 3 shows the VIR signal as it appears on the
19th line of each television field. The signal itself
consists of a chrominance reference, a luminance
reference, and a black level reference. Through the
use of mathematical formulas beyond the scope of
our explanation, it has been determined that when

the black reference interval of the VIR signal occurring on line 19; and 4 & 5) two DC switching
voltages that are developed in response to the presence or absence of a VIR signal on the 19th line
of the composite video information.

Fig. 6 shows the three inputs to the line recog-

nizer. Transistor Q2, an impedance matching emitter follower, receives clipped sync pulses from the
receiver's Horizontal Oscillator Module. From the

emitter of Q2 the sync pulses enter an integrator

network composed of R3 through R7 and C3

through C6. After integration, the sync pulses appear at the base of transistor Q8.

Q8 is normally operating in an "on", or satu-

chrominance reference and black level reference are rated, condition. The negative -going integrated

equal in amplitude at the receiver's R -Y output, sync pulse serves to turn off Q8, driving it into
chroma phase (tint) conforms to that of the trans- cutoff.
The collector of Q8, which is near 0 volts while
mitted reference signal. Likewise, when the same two
parameters are equal at the receiver's Blue Drive output, chroma level (color) is matched to the reference
signal. These relationships are the operational basis
of GE's new "Broadcast Controlled" color system.
OVERVIEW OF VIR MODULE OPERATION

The VIR Module performs three basic functions:

1) It detects the 19th line of each transmitted

video field and recognizes the presence of a VIR
signal. 2) It developes a DC color -controlling volt-

age by processing the VIR related portion of the

the transistor is in saturation, rises quickly to

about +2 volts when Q8 is cut off. Therefore, Q8
functions as a pulse generator, producing a series
of 2-V P -P pulses dependent on the timing of the
integrated sync pulse applied to its base.
The integrated sync pulse present at the base of
Q8 actually starts the timing sequence for the entire line recognizer. R7, the "Delay Adjustment"
allows adjustment of Q8's base current. This, in
turn, determines the point of the integrated vertical sync pulse at which Q8 will cut off. This con AUGUST 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER / 15

trol of the triggering action of the integrated sync (IC20). The Counter receives two inputs. The first,
pulse governs the critical timing sequence for the applied to a controlling input (pin 2), is the previentire line recognizer.
ously analyzed counter enable pulse. This pulse, in
The positive pulses generated at the collector of its LOW state, allows the Counter to count. The
Q8 are applied to the base of Q10. Like Q8, Q10 second input, applied, to the Counter's Clock input
also operates in a switching mode: it is either (pin 14), consists of a continuous train of horizonsaturated or cut off. Normally, Q10 is cut off and its tal retrace pulses from the receiver's Chroma/
collector is near +5 volts. With the occurrence of a Video Module. The Clock input of the Counter repositive pulse at its base, Q10 saturates and its sponds to the falling edge of the applied horizontal

collector potential rapidly falls to near 0 volts. pulses.
When enabled, the Counter, which is initially

Thus, Q10 can also be viewed as a pulse generator.
Its collector voltage is a series of negative -going
pulses about 520 microseconds wide, occurring at a
60 -Hz rate, governed by the previously mentioned
integrated sync pulse.

set to binary 0000, begins to count the horizontal
pulses. It counts in binary to its maximum capability of 15 pulses or counts. At this time, its Q outputs are all HIGH state (binary 1111).

Counter Enabler

Decoder

The pulses developed by Q10 are applied directly
The Q outputs from the Counter are all conto a triggering input of the Counter Enabler, an nected directly to the inputs of the Decoder (1/2 of
industry type 74123, monostable multivibrator. IC30). The Decoder is an industry type 7420,
The monostable multivibrator, being a TTL four -input NAND gate, TTL integrated circuit.

(Transistor -Transistor Logic) digital device, inter- The output of a NAND gate is LOW only when all
prets the inputs from Q10 as HIGH or LOW states. its inputs are HIGH. When the Counter reaches its
In TTL, +5 volts is considered to be HIGH state maximum count of 1111, it places a HIGH state on
and 0 volts is considered to be LOW state. (More all four inputs of the Decoder. The output of the
precisely, +2.4 volts to +5.0 volts is HIGH state Decoder, thus, goes LOW for a time interval of one
and 0 to .8 volts is LOW; but we will work with horizontal line. On the next pulse the Counter re+5 and 0 in our analysis.) In its circuit configura- sets itself back to 0000 and attempts to count antion, the Counter Enabler will respond to a other sequence of 15 lines. But, the enabling pulse
HIGH -to -LOW transition at the input. The falling at pin 2 returns to the HIGH state and both resets

edge of Q10's pulse is applied to pin 9 of the and inhibits the Counter before the maximum

monostable multivibrator, driving it into its "unstable state." The Q output from the Counter Enabler
is applied directly to a controlling input of the next
stage, an industry type 7493, 4 -bit binary counter.
The counter enable pulse, like the outputs from all
monostable devices, is controlled in time duration

count can be achieved again. Thus, the Counter

and Decoder produce a single pulse, one scan -line
wide, for each field of composite video information.
Inverter

The pulse produced by the Counter and Decoder

(pulse width) by the external RC time constants is fed directly to the Inverter (1/2 of IC30). This
connected to its multivibrator. In the Counter stage is an industry type 7420, four -input NAND
Enabler stage these external timing components are gate, with all its inputs tied together. In this con-

R12 and C12. They determine that the Q output of figuration, the NAND gate performs simple inverthe Counter Enabler will go LOW for exactly 1.4 sion: the negative -going pulse applied to the inputs
milliseconds each time the multivibrator is triggered becomes a positive -going pulse at the output.
by a falling pulse edge.
The result of integrating, enabling, counting, decoding,
and inverting is a positive -going pulse that
Binary Counter
corresponds exactly to the 19th line of each field of

Fig. 7 shows the next three stages of the line video information.
recognizer. The first stage is the Binary Counter
The critical timing effect of the integrated sync

'2:6 =We Mt&
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Fig.5-Block diagram of the Line Recognizer section of the VIR Mod
ule, which detects the presence of a VIR signal on line 19 and pro
duces pulses and voltages which control the operation of the color and
tint controller stages.
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Fig. 6-Input stages of the Line Recognizer section. The base circuit of
08 initiates 11-e critical timing sequence of the "Broadcast Controlled"
color system.

When you install a B -T Booster outside,
you get a lot of new boosters inside.
The service technician's job is a

products of highest performance and
reliability. B -T Boosters do cost a bit
more than competition, but they perform and last longer. And that's what
makes satisfied customers.
The VAULTER, for example is the
number one outdoor booster today in

tough one. Customers are always
grumbling about the high cost of TV

service calls. And they complain
about poor reception-even when it's

aimost impossible to get a good
signal.

But now and then a TV service

the B -T line.:. and in the entire in-

technician wins one. And one of the

dustry. This ultra -high performance,
all -channel amplifier offers the ideal
combination of lowest possible noise
figure (4.6dB, VHF; 7.0dB, UHF) and
high gain (15dB). While it can't make
unusable, snowy pictures perfect, it

products that can make him a winner,

and create customer goodwill, is a
Blonder -Tongue outdoor booster.

B -T Boosters can produce a dramatic improvement in picture quality,

can reduce fading, loss of color,
overcome cable loss and reduce

particularly on color and especially
in difficult reception areas. After 25
years of making outdoor boosters,
B -T is number one in sales, and enjoys the finest reputation for making

lead-in cable noise. It can even feed
more than one TV set from the same
antenna in fringe reception areas. It
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has separate U/V inputs and a coax

output. Finally, it's specially designed for lightning prone areas.
The B -T line consists of 5 all -chan-

nel models (including the popular
VOYAGER); 5 VHF models and 4 UHF
boosters (the ABLE-J2b is a favorite).
See your B -T distrbutor for details.

And see why you can cent on
boosters inside, when you install 9-T

Boosters outside. Blonder -Tongue
Laboratories, Inc., One Jake Brown
Road, Old Bridge, N J. 08857.
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Fig. 7-The binary counter, decoder and inverter stages of the Line
Recognizer section produce a keying pulse which corresponds to the

Fig. 8-The pulse slicer stages of the Line Recognizer section produce
keying pulses which correspond to the chrominance reference and

19th line of each composite video field.

black level reference intervals of line 19.

pulse that started the entire chain of events now ways: The external timing components (R19 and
can be appreciated more fully. To identify the 19th C19) determine that the pulse width will last at

line of each field, the line recognizer must begin to least 35 microseconds. The circuit composed of R16,
count on the horizontal retrace pulse that corre- R17, R18, and Q18 insure that the pulse width does
sponds to the 5th line. This requirement is made not exceed 35 microseconds. Q18 and its associated
even more critical when the effect of interlaced circuitry are connected to the CLEAR input (pin 11)
scanning is considered. Field 1 and Field 2 of the of Pulse Slicer number 2. As long as the CLEAR
composite frame are offset 1/2 line. Therefore, the input is held in a HIGH state, Pulse Slicer number
sync pulse must initiate the chain of events for 2 is free to trigger. If the CLEAR input goes LOW,
both interlaced fields in the time interval between the multivibrator will reset itself and its Q output
the 4th and 5th scan lines. The Delay Adjustment, will immediately revert to a stable HIGH state.
mentioned earlier, is used to position the triggerQ18 actually performs the function of a 2 -input
ing action of the integrated sync pulse so that
fields execute their counter enable function be- of the Decoder (IC30, pin 6) and to the emitter of
tween scan lines 4 and 5.
Q15 through resistors R17 and R16. Q18's collector
Thus far, the line recognizer has fulfilled part of voltage will be HIGH state (+5 volts) only when

its function: It has "recognized," or detected, the both inputs to its base are LOW state (near 0
19th line of each field of video information by pro- volts). This condition (LOW states on the base) ocducing a keying pulse that corresponds to that line. curs only during the interval of line 19, when the
Decoder output goes LOW. At that time Q18's colPulse Slicers
lector produces a HIGH state on the CLEAR input
The line 19 keying pulse is fed directly into the of Pulse Slicer number 2, freeing it to trigger. But,
Pulse Slicer stages of the line recognizer, Fig. 8. the base of Q18 does not stay LOW for the entire

The Pulse Slicers are industry type 74123, TTL, 19th line. The R16 input from Q15 couples a
monostable multivibrators. Pulse Slicer number 1 positive -going horizontal retrace pulse (HIGH
(1/2 of IC40) is connected in a configuration that state) to the base of Q18 just prior to the end of
will trigger on a rising pulse edge. When the line 19. This pulse saturates Q18, pulling its colline -19 keying pulse at its input (pin 2) rises from lector voltage back to 0 volts (LOW state) and rea LOW to HIGH state, the monostable's Q output setting Pulse Slicer number 2. In this way, Q18
(pin 4) falls from its HIGH to LOW state for a precisely controls the time that Pulse Slicer
period of 15 microseconds. Again, as in all mono - number 2's Q output turns off.
stable multivibrators, the output pulse width of
Pulse Slicer number 1 is determined by its exter- Switchers
nal RC timing components, R20 and C20.
The HIGH to LOW transitions (pulses) from the

The Q output from Pulse Slicer number 1 is Q outputs of both Pulse Slicers are fed to the bases
applied directly to the input (pin 10) of Pulse of switching transistors Q24 and Q22, respectively.

Slicer number 2, which is also connected in a con- Q24 and Q22 are normally saturated, with their
figuration that responds to a rising pulse edge. collector voltages near 0 volts. During the interval
After remaining LOW for 15 microseconds, the Q that the "sliced" pulses are applied to their bases,
output of Pulse Slicer number 1 returns to the Q24 and Q22 turn off, producing a +28 -volt pulse
HIGH state. The LOW -to -HIGH transition triggers at their collectors. The voltage at the collector of
Pulse Slicer number 2. The Q output from Pulse Q24 is a series of +28 -volt pulses, 15 microseconds
Slicer number 2 falls from its HIGH state to a LOW in duration, occurring at a 60 -Hz rate. The
state for a period of 35 microseconds before return- waveform at the collector of Q22, likewise, is a

ing to the HIGH state again. The output pulse series of +28 -volt pulses, each of which is 35 micro-

width of Pulse Slicer number 2 is controlled in two seconds wide.
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Throw out? No!...trade in!
That's right... Here,for the first time, your opportunity
to trade in your old, tired, worn out VOM (no matter

whose, what model, or what condition) on a new
Weston Model 660 series VOM.

The famous "Drop Proofed" champ that is warranted in writing to function completely and satisfactorily even after an accidental fall of up to five
feet. A meter mechanism specially ruggedized and
a case made of high impact plastic.
The Weston 660 series is renowned for its accuracy, ease of operation, and engineering ingenuity.
The movement is diode -protected, a single range
switch is used, and all controls are made flush with

the edge of the case for extra protection. Unique
pluggable circuit boards are used. It can be recalibrated without being removed from its case, can
have its fuses replaced externally, and is small
enough to fit easily into a tool box or attache case.
The light weight, rugged construction, easy to read
scales, and hidden carrying handle make the 660

...for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card

series VOM extremely portable and versatile.

So, if you dropped your VOM and broke it, or if
it's just old and tired, join the parade and bring it
in to your local Weston distributor. He'll give you
up to $8.50 or more toward the purchase of a new
660 series VOM, the one you've always wanted

anyway...the one that's
warranted "Drop -Proofed"
...by Weston. That's a really

fair trade. So barter up...
to a new Weston Model 660
series VOM.

WESTON
WESTON

Schlumberger

As a businessman,
.you'd make

a terrific human being.
Some of the things you do for a living can make you feel
wonderful when you do them for free. To help people living in
your community.
Can you set up a budget? Fine. Maybe you can help your
local United Way stretch its dollars a little farther.
Can you motivate your staff? Great. Try lighting a fire under a
guy just out on probation.
Can you draw up a merchandising plan? Swell. Work one up
for a minority businessman who needs all the help he can get.
Can you program a computer? Do chemical analysis? Type?
Read? Tie a shoe?
Yes? Then you can help people.
We can help you get in touch with voluntary organizations
right in your town that would love to have you working with
them. Join one. Or maybe you'll see the need for a new program.
Start one.
If you can spare even a few hours a week, call the Voluntary
Action Center in your town. Or write:
"Volunteer," Washington, D.C. 20013.
You'll get to know some terrific human beings. And one
of them will be you.

VoluTteer.

The National Center for Voluntary Action

A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council
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is triggered by each field before it can return to the
LOW state.

The output of the VIR Sensor monostable multi vibrator is applied to a series of switching transistors; Q32, Q34, and Q30. In non-VIR operation,

Q32 is cut off and its collector potential is near
+28 volts. The HIGH state produced by the VIR
Sensor drives Q32 into saturation, bringing its collector down to near 0 volts. Q34, controlled by the
collector voltage of Q32, develops an exactly oppo-

site switching action. In the VIR reception mode
the collector at Q34 is near +28 volts and in the
non-VIR mode its collector goes to 0 volts. These
two coincidence switching voltages, answering the
question 7s a VIR signal being received?", are fed
Fig. 9-The VIR sensor stages of the Line Recognizer section sense

to the controller stages of the VIR MODULE.

the presence or absence of the VIR signal on line 19.

VIR ON/OFF Switch & Indicator

These two pulses, which correspond to the chrominance reference interval and black reference interval of the VIR signal on line 19, are fed to the controller stages of the VIR Module.

The VIR Sensor stage of the line recognizer also
contains the VIR ON/OFF switch and the circuitry

VIR Sensor

Up to now, the line recognizer has identified the

to illuminate the VIR indicator, a light -emitting
diode (LED). The indicator is illuminated by the

switching action of Q30, which is simply saturated
by the high collector potential produced when Q34
is switched to cutoff in response to the presence of

19th line of each video field. It has "sliced" the VIR.
The VIR ON/OFF switch is in the base circuit of
19th line into a chrominance reference interval
Q28,
where composite video is processed prior to
and a black reference interval. Only one other
being
applied to the VIR. Sensor monostable mulbasic function remains for the line recognizer to
perform: to identify the presence or absence of the

actual VIR signal. This function is performed in

tivibrator. Q28 receives composite video from the
impedance matching emitter follower, Q26. Diode

the VIR Sensor stage of the line recognizer, Fig. 9. Y27, at the base of Q28, clamps the composite
Two inputs are applied to the VIR Sensor stage. video, effectively shifting the DC level of the comThe first input is a positive -going, 15 -microsecond posite video to a constant reference (near chassis
pulse from the Q output of Pulse Slicer number 1. ground). This insures that Q28 will be driven into
This pulse is applied directly to a triggering input conduction by the rising edge of the VIR signal inof an industry type 74123, TTL, monostable multi - formation.
The VIR ON/OFF switch shorts the base of Q28
vibrator (1/2 of IC10). The second input, composite
video from the receiver's Chroma/Video Module, is to ground when it is closed (VIR OFF), allowing no
first processed and then applied to the other trig- intelligence to enter the VIR Sensor monostable.

gering input of the same monostable multivibrator.

NEXT MONTH IN PART

2...

The VIR Sensor monostable multivibrator re- Operation of the tint and color controller sections of
sponds to a falling pulse edge on pin 1 when pin 2 the VIR Module.
is HIGH. The only time that pin 2 is HIGH is during the first 15 microseconds of line 19, when the

positive pulse is present. If, during this time, a

VIR signal is present on line 19, it will appear as
a falling transition in the video signal applied to
pin 1. The combination of the recognized 19th line

and the intelligence contained on that line combine to trigger the monostable multivibrator. The
monostable's Q output, which is LOW in the stable
state, rise to a HIGH state for a period of time determined by the external timing components, R29
and C29.

The time constant of R29 and C29 is longer than
one frame of video. The long time constant insures
that, when triggered, the monostable multivibrator
will produce a HIGH at its Q output (pin 13) for a
period of time greater than one field. Hence, dur-

ing VIR reception, the output of the VIR Sensor
will be a continuous HIGH state because the device

"It gave us good service for about 15 years, but we've had
nothing but trouble with it since 1937."
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Regulation Of Radio/TV Servicing
In Indiana Part 2
By Don W. Mason, ETD Managing Editor
AC;
In the May issue of V. Rader; and Arval shop owaers
in both the provement companies,

ET/D we introduced you

Donovan, who recently
to the Indiana "Televi- replaced Elbert E.
sion and Radio Licensing Powers. The executive
Act." We took a look at secretary of the Board is

small towns and large painters and plumbers."
cities in Indiana who Cecil W. Larson, CET,
must work within the one of the Board's three

rules and regulations of field investigators, sughow and when it started, Harold Calvert, who also the Act. We asked-"Is gested that "anyone who
what it does, and who is oversees another Indiana the Board performing the doubts the effectiveness
involved. In Part Two, we state regulatory body, function of "protecting
will examine how the the Watch Repairmans the public?"-"How is
Board of Examiners in- Board. Field investiga- the law being envestigates violations of tors are Cecil W. Larson, forced?"-and -"What
the Act and enforces the James Baker, and David do Indiana's TV/radio
law. We'll also take a E. Box, all of whom are servicers think about the
look at the activities of former operators of elec- law and the agency
the three field inves- tronic service businesses which directly regulates

tigators, and the at- and are Certified Elec-

titudes of some of Indi- tronic

Technicians

ana's licensed techni- (CET's).
cians and service dealers
The Board is authothe "Licensing rized by the Licensing

Act."

their businesses?"
IS THE ' PUBLIC
BEING PROTECTED?"

of the Licensing Law
should check with the
manager of the North-

west Indiana Better
Business Bureau in
Gary. He'll tell you that

until this license law,

their biggest volume of
complaints came in
about TV repair."

In talking to techni-

cians and shop -owners in

One measurement of Indiana, we asked if the
Licensing Law had had
any effect in their relations with their customers. Most of the techni-

Act to set rules and regu- whether a regulatory law
To properly set the lations for Indiana's TV/ is actually "protecting
stage, let's review very radio service technicians the public" is the combriefly what was covered and shops; develop and parative frequency of
in Part One.
administer examina- consumer complaints. By
Indiana is one of eight tions for new techni- that measure, Indiana's
states with some form of cians; issue, revoke or Licensing Act seems to
direct regulation of the suspend licenses, and en- be working. According to
electronic service indus- force the requirements of several sources we talked

try-and it is the first the law. As set down by to, several Better Busi-

state to have both techni- the Act, the function of ness Bureaus in Indiana
cian licensing and ser- the Board of Examiners have reported a sharp device shop registration. and its staff is "to protect crease in the number of
Technician licensing the public of the State of consumer complaints
began in Indiana in 1967, Indiana from financial about TV/radio service
and in 1971 the Act was losses and other hazards since the Act went into
amended to include reg- resulting from irrespon- effect. According to Ray
istration of shop owners. sible service methods, E. Wood, former member
The law covered by the unethical practices, in- of the Board of ExaminAct is administered by a ferior installation, main- ers and owner of a radio

cians interviewed said as
far as they could notice, it

hadn't changed any-

thing. However, John
Komechak, owner of
Teletronix TV Service in

Gary said he thought
customers seem to like

the idea of "licensed"

technicians. "They seem
to feel better about bring-

ing their TV in for repair," Komechak said,
"when they know you've

got a license from the

state." A different beneservice business in An- fit of the licensing law
derson, Indiana, radio/ was noted by Lou Diller,
TV service complaints manager of Tele-Quick
were at the top of the In- Service in Fort Wayne.
dianapolis Better Busi- Diller said that since TV
ness Bureau list at one and radio technicians
Board are: Acting Chair- of the Licensing Act-we time. But, says Wood, have had to qualify for a
man Frank Tesky, who have interviewed mem- "During the past several license he no longer rereplaced Ray E. Wood bers of the Board of years, since licensing has ceives so many "dog" sets
several months ago; Examiners, the Board's been in effect, complaints in his shop. "Evidently,"
Charles Wilhelm, who executive secretary, the about TV and radio tech- Diller explained, "the
replaced Dean R. Mock field investigators, and nicians are way down, law has eliminated most
this past spring; Ralph TV/radio technicians and down below home im- of the incompetent ser-

five -member Board of tenance and repair of
Television and Radio television and radio, inExaminers, an execu- cluding antenna receivtive secretary and three ing systems."
field investigators. Those
Now-almost
ten
currently serving on the years since the inception
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Just set it... and forget it.
Automatic control for
input variations of up to 20 dB

Eliminates nuisance service
calls

Jerrold Model 3662 is the only
broadband MATV amplifier with
output signal levels automatically
controlled. This exclusive feature

45 dB Gain, VHF High Band

permits use of the full output
capability of a broadband

+52 dBmV Output Capability

amplifier without fear of overload

Separate Lo and Hi VHF band
controls

Operates at full output rating
Switch selectable AOC cr

due to input signal fluctuations.
AOC operates to:

1. Prevent

ove-loading

the
amplifier when input levels increase.

2. Increase amplifier gain to

MAN operation

Lightning protected
Universal rack or surface
mounting bracket

UL listed

compensate for signal fades.
cross 3. Prevent
system
modulation eN.en if only one

channel level increases or
fades.

TRY THE 3662 FOR YOUR NEXT MATV INSTALLATION

El

JERROLD
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Horsham, Pa. 19044 (215) 674-4800
...for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card
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any of the provision of
a customer's set during the Act or any rule or
the repair effort."
regulation of the Board
promulgated under this
vicers who would butcher

BOARD OF EXAMINERS
HAS ENFORCEMENT
POWERS

license without first hav- and another registered
ing given the applicant letter is sent to the techor licensee an opportuni- nician or shop owner. At
ty to be heard in his own the formal hearing the
Act: (6) failed to display defense-and reasonable Board is expected to take
conspicuously all li- time to prepare for that some action in the
censes and badges as re- defense by mailing to the case-either revocation,

A trade -regulating law quired in the place of applicant or licensee a suspension or refusal to
is generally considered business where service is copy in writing of the issue a license, applicauseless unless the gov- performed; (7) performed grounds on which such tion to the Attorney Genernment agency that any service or caused any application or license eral for further legal acadministers the law has service to be performed may be denied, sus- tion, or dismissal of the
the necessary means to in an unworkmanlike pended or revoked."
case.
enforce the law. By that manner attributable to
Even the chain of Receiving and resolvcriteria, it seems that the negligence or careless- events, or procedure, ing consumer complaints
Indiana Licensing Act is ness.
which takes place when and acting on suspected

an effective law.

The Licensing Act also

the Board receives a violations of the Indiana

The Board of Televi- allows the Board to go complaint from a cus- Licensing Law is usually
sion and Radio Service one step beyond revoca- tomer, or in some other a long, drawn-out pro-

Examiners is empowered tion, suspension and
by the Act to investigate non -issuance of licenses.
all consumer complaints In Section 17 of the Act it
and other violations of states that "for action or
the law and to revoke, inaction declared illegal
suspend or refuse to issue or unlawful, injunction of
or renew a license or reg- a mandatory or restrainistration certificate to an ing nature shall also be
applicant or holder who granted by any circuit
does not meet or who has court in the state upon
violated the provisions of application to the Attorthe Act. Furthermore, ney General of the State
of Indiana. The applicato recommend to the tion shall be tried in the
State Attorney General same manner and under
an indictment or other the same rules of procesuitable court action for dure as other civil acviolators of the law.
tions are tried." And in
Section 15 of the Li- Section 18 the Act states

way learns of a suspected

cess-but from all the

violation of the law, en- evidence and comments
courages a fair hearing we've seen in the prep-

aration of this series, it
To make a complaint does seem that the
about a technician or a License Law is working,
for everyone concerned.

service shop, the cus- at least in the task of
tomer must file a written providing a check on un-

complaint with the ethical and sometimes
Board of Examiners. If fraudulent or otherwise
there is a bill for services illegal TV/radio servicand parts involved, that ing practices. The Board
bill must first be paid by and its three field investhe customer before the tigators seem to have
complaint is accepted for almost "bent over back-

consideration by the wards" to insure that
Board. At this point, one every technician and

of the Board's three field shop owner suspected of a

investigators will con- violation of the law gets a
censing Act spells out that "any person who vio- tact both the customer complete and fair hearwhat are considered as lates any of the provi- and the technician or ing, and that no one is
violations of the law. The sions of this act shall be shop owner and will deprived a license to opBoard can revoke, sus- guilty of a misdemeanor, atempt to resolve the erate without just cause.

and upon conviction problem. If the problem
renew a license if the thereof, shall be fined in cannot be resolved
applicant or holder of a a sum of not less than one through this informal
pend, or refuse to issue or

license: (1) Has been convicted of a felony, as verified by a certified copy of

hundred dollars nor more personal contact, an in-

FEEL ABOUT THE
REGULATION

than five hundred dol- formal hearing before

Even though the Board
lars, or imprisoned not to the Board will be sched- of Examiners seems to

the record of the court of exceed six months, or
conviction; (2) is engaged both."
in any unethical practice
In addition to providor conduct, as reasonably ing the Board of Examin-

defined by the Board,

HOW THE "REGULATED"

uled, and a registered have been successful in
letter will be sent to the their enforcement of the
technician or shop owner law, trade -regulating

informing him of the laws are never very

ers with the powers of en- time and place of the in-

popular with indepenforcement, the Indiana formal hearing. An at- dent businessmen-and
TV Service Licensing Act tempt will again be made the Indiana technicians
to mislead, deceive or de- also incorporates some to resolve the problem and shop -owners we
fraud the public or the very important safe- without official action by talked with are no excepwhich includes any conduct of a character likely
Board; (3) has advertised
in any manner which includes untruthful or mis-

leading statements; (4)
has performed any ser-

guards for the fair treatment of TV/radio technicians and service shops.
According to Section 16
of the Licensing Act, "In

the Board. If the techni- tion.
cian or shop owner
Attitudes toward the
doesn't show up for the License Act among techinformal hearing or for nicians and shopowners

some other reason the varied more or less acno case shall the board complaint cannot be re- cording to the size of
refuse to issue a license solved, a formal hearing community in which
advertising; (5) violated or to suspend or revoke a of the Board is scheduled they were located. Al vice in pursuance of such
untruthful or misleading
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though they didn't like customers seem to like it
the idea of government better when technicians
regulation, those in the have to have a license.
larger cities such as In- "However," Komechak

tigator. "I had an inspec-

down below complaints

again I think I'd call my

painters and plumbers,

sitive about the moonlaw had done a good job of lighter -technician, or
cleaning out the crooked part-time worker, like
types from the profes- some guys are. I had to
sion. Technicians and start the same way back
shop -owners in the in the beginning." Kosmaller towns and vil- mechak was unhappy
lages considered the that the cable television
license fees ($10 for tech- company installers did
nicians, $15 for the ser- not have to have a

explained Sommers. "I

servicemen in Indiana

had just painted my shop
and my license was on a

had good men on the

dianapolis and Fort said, "I'm not hypersenWayne admitted that the

tor come in one time- received from the home
and if he'd come back improvement companies,
lawyer to get rid of him,"

and I think that most
now accept the law. We

shelf under the counter Board who played things
because I hadn't had time pretty straight," Wood

to put it back on the continued, "and after all,

wall," Sommers con- most of them were still in
tinued, "and when he the radio/TV service
found that he jumped up business, or had been

and down like he'd just
license. (Senate Bill 99, caught me in a criminal
recently passed, exempts act."
Perhaps the best
For example, Louis cable installers from the
Diller, who runs the License Act.) "As for the summation of the effects
Tele-Quick shop in Fort cable people," Komechak of, and attitudes towards,
Wayne, admitted that no said, "I think what's good Indiana's TV Service
one wants more govern- for one should be good for License Act came during
ment regulation, "but another. Either you're our interview with Ray
sometimes it does have going to have a license Wood, owner of Ray's
its advantages." Diller law or you're not going to Auto Radio Shop in Anderson, and former
said, "We had one have one."
member of the Board of
In
smaller
Indiana
crooked operator in Fort
Wayne that I remember, towns there seemingly Examiners. Ray was opbut the Board closed him isn't much enthusiasm posed to licensing in the
down and removed a real for the bill. At best, the beginning and fought the
eyesore." Diller said that small-town technicians Act in the legislature for
the Licensing Law seems we talked to thought the about 20 years. "I
to have also helped raise license fees charged were thought society had to
the level of income for a waste of money, and at have degenerated pretty
technicians. "Because of worst, a "rip-off." Robert badly," Wood said, "when
the license law we've Zimmer of Bremen, In- you've got to have regubeen able to work fewer diana, said he is defi- lation. So when the Govhours for more money," nitely not for the idea. "I ernor asked me to serve
Diller explained, "and don't think licensing on the Board, I refused.
now most of us are mak- makes an honest man," But then," Wood coning a reasonable living." Zimmer said. "Every guy tinued, "the governor
One shop owner in In- in the business I've explained that they
dianapolis had a differ- talked to," Zimmer con- needed people on the
ent attitude towards the tinued, "feels it's a big Board to keep those 'goveffect of the law on the rip-off for the state. All ernment beavers' from
vice shop) a waste of their
money.

some time in the past."

During the interview
we asked Wood if there

was difference in the
need for licensing between the larger cities

and the small towns. He

replied that "if you'd
have taken the met-

ropolitan areas out of the
picture in the beginning,
you probably would have
had no need for licensing.
After all, in a small town

you can't operate with
the attitude of getting

them just once, because if
you don't continue to ser-

vice the old man, his

kids, the in-laws and all
his friends," Wood
explained, "You'd be a
dead pigeon in no time
flat. In the larger cities
it's a different situation.
People don't often know

their servicemen in advance. They're dependent on the Yellow Pages
or a sign in the window."

Finally, we asked

running away with the Wood what he'd learned
whole idea, so I reconsid- from his experience on
have some advantage in ered and accepted. I'm the Board of Examiners,
the larger cities, but in glad I did. It was a good and he replied that he
the small towns every- experience. And I'm glad was "surprised to find out
body knows everybody we had Harold Calvert as what some people will do
else and a crooked opera- executive secretary be- to get an extra buck out
tor could only pull a cause he knew how to of a customer. We shook a
keep the thing from get- lot of 'ding -bats' out of
crooked stunt once."
In Remington, Indi- ting lost in the bureau- the bushes during the

price of TV/radio service. you get for your money is
He said the license law a piece of paper. It might

has caused technician

wages to "go out of this

world." As he put it,
"When a guy goes to
school and gets his

license he really thinks
he's something-and
wants too much money to
start with." He concluded

past several years, but,"
ana, Larry Sommers, cratic jungle."
he concluded, "somebody
When
we
asked
Wood
that the license law had owner of Larry's TV/
not improved the quality Radio Service, had about

the same attitude toof help.
A technician and shop - wards licensing. "I think

if the License Law was had to do the job. When I
working he replied that, went on the board and
as a result of the law, "TV

heard the complaints

owner in Gary, John the yearly fees are too and radio service com- from customers about
Komechak of Teletronix much money for what plaints had dropped from things that had actually
TV, felt that the results you get back," Sommers the top of the list at Bet- happened, I knew that
of the License law were said. His other complaint
generally good-that was about a field inves-

ter Business Bureaus in something had to be
the state and were now done."
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TAB ALL -IN -ONE SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUALS

FOR COLOR & B & W TV, RADIOS, CB, HI - FI, etc.
11, -re is complete service data, including full -sire schematic diagrams, waveforms, setup and alignment instructions, field modification changes, trouble case histories, etc.,
for the most popular
name -brand TV receivers. Each manual contains everything needed to service all models of the

brands covered, including full-size schematic diagrams for every model year. In addition, each
manual has something special to offer in the way of unique or improved trouble -finding techniques or in other informative material related to TV servicing in general. Most manuals hare
parts lists included. All are 8343" x 11", 196 or more pages, including schematic diagram foldout.
EACH MANUAL PRICED AT $7.95 IN LONG -LIFE LEATHERETTE, $4.95 IN PAPERBACK, UNLESS °THERM ISE AOTED.
COLOR TV MANUALS

SERVICING THE NEW MODULAR COLOR TV

RECEIVERS VOL. 1. RCA CTO 48, Motorola
Quasar LTV7&13. Philco B -Line 3CS and 3(.31:
190&91). Covers service, alignment, setup, and
adjustment for latest models. 176 _pros_ with 18 page foldout schematic section.
Order No. 682
SERVICING THE NEW MODULAR COLOR TV
RECEIVERS Vol. 2. General Electric MA & JA
ehassis, Magnavox T979. Packard -Bell CTS -38 &
42, Zenith 25DC-57 & 58. Covers service, alignment. setup, adjustment for these solid-state sets.
plus special section on troubleshooting IC circuitry. 178 pps., with 6 full-size schematics in big'
18 -page foldout section.
Order No. 683
ADMIRAL Vol. 1. Covers chassis Dll to 12018,
incl. K 10hybrid. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout
with 12 schematics.
Order No. 545-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
ADMIRAL Vol. 2. Covers modular M20, K16
through K20. and basic 930 chassis. 196 PPs..
hid. 36 -page foldout with 11 schematic diagrams.
Cross referenced to Emerson and Montgomery Ward
sets.
Order No. 841
AIRLINE (for Montgomery Ward/Airline models).
Covers modular chassis, 31120. 201.120. & M25:
hybrids 3K19 20E19. 21K19. 20K17. 21K17, 22K18. d3K18, 24K18, T7K10. TIIKIO,
T20K10, T21K10, nnuo,
T23K10, T24K10.
T25K10, GEN-12t43. and G EN -12973. Includes
service notes and parts lists. 196 pps.. incl. 36page foldout with 12 full-size schematics.
Order No. 741-58.95 Leatherette: $5.95 Paper
EMERSON See Admiral Vol. 2.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Vol. 1. Covers all chassis
from CA to KE. incl. liB and HI Porta-Color.
196 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 full-size
schematic diagrams.
Order No. 538-58.95 Leatherette: $5.95 Paper
GENERAL ELECTRIC Vol. 2. Covers solid-state
JA, 11-2 H-3. 11-4 N-1. N-2. KE-11. C-2 L-2,
and L -T2 chassis. 212 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout
with 10 full-size schematic diagrams.
Order No. 809-$8.95 Leatherette; 55.85 Paper
JAPANESE Vol. 1. Covers 12 models. SONY
KV-1200U; KV-1220U; KV-7010UA
KV9000U; SHARP CN-82T; CN-62T; CT -51P; CU 50P; CY-61P; C2010, 2030; C6010 6010.
9310; MIDLAND 15-214. 212 pp diagrams.36-pg.
foldout with 12 full-size schematic
Order No. 560
JAPANESE Vol. 2. Covers 17 models. PANASONIC CT -25: CT -65; CT -95: CT -97' CT -98:
CT -99; HITACHI CFA 450 460; CNU-870.
880 890; CSU-690: DELMO1100 7208; 7800;
7408; 7438; 7500; cross-referenced to BRADFORD, PENT. CREST & SINGER. Incl. parts list.
212 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 schematic diagrams.
Order No. 578
JAPANESE Vol. 3. Covers 16 models, HITACHI
SNYU-220: CTU-970 CU -100; CWU-220, CQ
Chassis; CRR; CR-356; CORONADO 611; T5000:

T5002, 9K18; 10K18; SANYO 81C35: 51C 51R;
91057; 91057R. Includes parts lists. 228
pps.,
incl. 36 -page foldout.

Order No. 1384-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
JAPANESE Vol. 4. Covers 26 models, SHARP
C-922; C-1227; 0-1321: 0-1517; 0-17211; C-

1724; 0-1725: 0-1921; 0-1923; 0-1925; C1926.
42011; 42031: 49311: MGA (MITSUBISHI)

CS -130; CS -170; CS -195: C8-197;
MIDLAND 15-212: 15-213; 15-215; 15.225:
15-228; 15-229; 15-239. includes parts lists.
212 pps., incL 36 -page foldout.
Order N o. 892-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
JAPANESE Vol. 5. Covers 9 models. SONY
KV-1201KV-1212; KV-1500. KV-1510; KV1710; liV-1720, KV-1722: KV-1730R: KV5000. 196 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout.
Order No. 700-$8.95 Leath
; $5.95 Paper
MAGNAVOX Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from Series
37 to T940. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with
12 full-size schematics.
Order No. 528
MAGNAVOX Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from T950
to T902. 196 pos.. incl. 36 -page foldout with 9
full-size schematics.
Order No. 589
MAGNAVOX Vol. 3. T974 Hybrid Chassis, T979

Solid -State Chassis, T981, T982. T987 Solid -State
Receivers. T989 Solid -State Chassis, Modular Solid State
T995 Chassis, 1TL200 Odyssey Game Simulator.

Order No. 770-$8.95 Leatherette: $5.95 Paper
MOTOROLA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from TS 907 to TS -924 including all transistor T8-915919. 178 pps., incl. 18 -page foldout with 6 full sire schematic diagrams.
Order No. 609
MOTOROLA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from TS -929
to TS -938, including remote control systems. Also
additional information on TS -915-919. 196 pps..
incl. 36 -page foldout with 9 schematics.
Order No. 584-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
PHILO°. Covers all
from 15M90-91 to
20QT87-90. 196 pps..chassis
incl. 36 -page foldout with
12 schematics.
Order No. 622-$8.95 Leatherette; 85.95 Paper
ROA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from CTC12 to
CT040. 212 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12
full-size schematics.
Order No. 498-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
ROA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from CTC39X to
CTC55. 212 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12
schematic diagrams. Includes parts list.
Order No. 578-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
RCA Vol. 8. Covers all chassis from CTC48 to
CTC60. 196 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout with 12
full-size schematics. Includes parts list.
Order No. 720-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
RCA Vol. 4. Covers all chassis from CTC55 to
CTC71. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12
full-size schematics. Includes narts list.
Order No. 721-58.95 Leatherette: $5.95 Paper

RCA Vol. 5. Chassis CTC64, CTC 70, CTC 72.
CTC 76, CTC 68 and CTC 71.
Order No. 822-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
SEARS. Covers Ultra models 4059; 4064; 4072;
4195, 6. & 7; 4369; 4374, 5, 6, 7. 8, & 9:
43503 & 13. Medalist models 4360, 61. 62, 63.
67. 71. 76. & 77: 4380 1, & 2; 43801. 11, &
12; 43806, 16 & 26. Hybrid models 4091 & 5;
4111; 4124, 5, 6, 7. & 8; 4314. 5. 6, & 7;

4320, 1. & 2; 4326; 4329; 4330, 1 2, 3 4.
5, & 6; 4350 & 2; 4358 & 9; 41103; 41682:
41881, 43146, 56, 66 & 76: 48266; 43511,
31. 41. 51 & 61. Includes parts lists. 228
ups., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 full-size schematics.

Order No. 740-$$.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
SYLVANIA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from 576
to solid-state E01. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout
ith 12 schematics.
Order No. 539-88.95 Leatherette; 55.95 Paper
SYLVANIA Vol. 2. Covers latest D14. D15
through D19, plus new solid-state E02 and updated E01 chassis. 212 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout
with 8 full-size schematic diagrams.
Order No. 818-48.95 Leatherette; 55.95 Paper
TOSHIBA. Covers 24 models. C721; 0721BM

SMALL -SCREEN TV SERVICING MANUAL. 2 part supermanual with ALL the service info needed
to repair ANY small -screen TV. plus alignment/
adjustment procedures for the 30 best-selling models

made by Admiral. Broadmoor, Gambles. GE Hitachi, JVC, Magnavox. Airline. Panasonic, RCA,
Sanyo, Sharp, Sony. & GTE -Sylvania. Includes oier
100 actual case histories. 240 p. 7" x 10".
Order No. 778-59.95 Leatherette; $8.95 Paper
TV TUNER SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUAL. A one source guide to all the info you need
to adjust and repair ANY VHF or UHF TV
tuner . . . from tube -type turrets to modern
varactor tuners. Alphabetically, brand by brand.
describes the principles of representative tuners.
their theory of operation and offers special service
tips, helpful diagrams, alignment procedures, trap

coil adjustments. "ideal" waveform photos, selected
test points, and even complete schematic diagrams
for every conceivable type of tuner -including the
latest varactor varieties. Appendix contains manufacturer's service hints. Brands covered are: Admiral. G.E.. Magnavox, Motorola, Philco-Ford.
RCA. Sony, Sylvania, Zenith, 224 pps.

Order No. 696-$9.95 Leatherette; $6.95 paper
JAPANESE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUAL. 89 models
7 manufacturers---JVC. Lloyd s, Midland. Panasonic. Sanyo. Sharp. and Toshiba. Covers AM radios, clock radios, AM -FM receivers. FM stereo sets
multiband receivers, radio & tape player combinations, cassette recorders, phonographs, and TV reof

Useful info includes: transistor and IC
cross-reference, tips on recorder -player servicing, troubleshooting and alignment help for AM -FM and
FM stereo receivers, and several troubleshooting
ceivers.

charts. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page schematic foldout.
Order No. 732-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper

JAPANESE RADIO, RECORD & TAPE PLAYER SERVICE MANUAL. Schematics, alignment

C742; C742C: 0924; C924BM; C932; C933
C942: C942C 0094; C0940; C385: C335C
C6A; CIA; 68.,t; C5018: C802WR: C8118
C812WD:
C912B; C927; C321, Includes parts
lists.

,Isla, service tips on a .ale range of import models
of record players. multiband radios, cassette tape
players, and 8 -track cartridge tape players. Made by
Craig. Gambles, Hitachi, JVC, Lafayette, Midland,
Montgomery Ward, Panasonic. Sharp, 51asterwork.
Realistic, and others. 228 pps.
Order No. 642-$9.95 Leatherette; $6.95 Paper
HOW TO REPAIR SOLID-STATE IMPORTS.
Among
this vast collection of nearly 100 hard -to find schematics by Allied, Lloyd's, Panasonic,
Crown. Midland. Penncrest. Toshiba, and Matsushita. representing the major foreign -made chassis
distributed in the U.S. And to help you find replacement parts, there is a list of importers and distributors of Japanese consumer products. 180 ups..

36 -page foldout with
grams.

planned schematic service manual clearly explains
how the various electronic circuits work -tone -generating, keying, "voicing," and special effects systems, etc. 160 pps., plus 38 -page foldout section.
Leatherette cover only.
Order No. 603

160 pps.. plus 36 -page foldout including 12
Order No. 760-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
ZENITH Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from 14Z8C50
to 27KC20. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with
12 full-size schematic diagrams.
Order No. 502-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
ZENITH Vol. 2. Covers all chassis Onto 12A8C14
through 4B25C19 and 40BC50. 196 pros.. incl.
full-size schematic diagrams.

12 full-size schematic dia-

plus 24 -page foldout section.
Order No. 632
SERVICING ELECTRONIC ORGANS. Covers the
inset popular instruments in use today: Artisan.
Baldwin, Conn, Gulbransen, Hammond, Lowrey.
Magnavox, Rodgers, Thomas. etc. This carefully

Order No. 582-88.95 Leatherette; 55.95 Paper
ZENITH Vol. 3. Covers over 23 different chassis
designations.

14D014, 15, 15Z. 16, 162, 14-

C014 (A up): 18CC27, 29 & 30; 19DC11 &
12; 19DC19Z. & 20: 20CC50 & 50Z: 23DC14;
25CC25, 50 & 55; 25DC56 & 57; the brand
new 1974 17-19E045; 25EC58 series just re-

leased. 180 pos., incl. 38 -page schematic foldout.
Order No. 888-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
ZENITH Vol. 4. 17 chassis from 19 EC13 through
25GC45 and speaker airing diagram, for combo
models 5P2590X and 8E25951'
Order No. 838-58.95 Leatherette; 55.95 Paper
BLACK & WHITE TV MANUALS

ADMIRAL. Covers 58 different chassis designations. from C to K aeries. including NA1-IA solid
state. 160 pros.. plus 36 -page foldout with 12
complete schematic diagrams.
Order No. 589
GENERAL ELECTRIC. Covers 25 basic chassis
designations. from Series AA to V-2. 160 Dos..
Plus 36 -page foldout with 16 complete schematic
diagrams.
Order No. 558

JAPANESE. Covers 77 models. HITACHI 1A-50
to TWU65: PANASONIC TR-411i to TWU-65:
SHARP SQ65P to 58D. 212 ups.. incl. 38 -page
foldout with schematic diagrams. Order No. 602
MAGNAVOX.
from

Series

36

Covers

all

chase's

to T946 -includingdesignations
the latest

all
models.schematics.
180 Pos.. plus 36 -page foldut -transistor
with 13 complete
Order No. 572
MOTOROLA. Covers all chassis designations,
from T8-454 through TS -613. 160 pps.. plus 36 page foldout with 15 schematic diagrams.
Order No. 594
PHILOO. Covers 42 different chassis designations,

from 15020 to 20V35 ("N" through "T" line).
160 Pus..

plus 38 -page foldout

with 24

complete schematic diagrams.
Order No. 584
ROA. Covers 33 different chassis designations, from
ECS136 to KCS178. 176 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 16 schematic diagrams.
Order No. 649

SYLVANIA. Covers 22 different chassis designations from A01 through B14, also 572 through
598 chassis. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with
22 full-size schematic diagrams.
Order No. 699
ZENITH. Covers 55 different chassis designations,

from
13Al2 to 14M23 and 1M30T20 to 1Y221355. 160 Pros.. plus 36 -page foldout with 19
complete schematic diagrams.
Order No. 552
SPECIAL SCHEMATIC I SERVICING MANUALS

CB RADIO SCHEMATIC ISERVICINC MANUALS

CB RADIO SCHEMATIC 'SERVICING MANUALS
contain uniforms coverage of operational theory, complete schematic diagrams, transmitter and receiver
alignment instructions. and detailed explanations of
toiday's advanced frequency synthesis techniques . . .
backed up with step-by-step troubleshooting information. waveform checks and tips for isolating malfunctioning
circuits to individual stages. All 7 x 10".
Vol. 1. (1970-75) Covers Kris (Valiant, 23+.

XL -23, Victor, and Victor II models) ; Browning
(Brownie. SST and LTD models) HK:Oaln (Hy-

thegeseries tA3. 670, 671. 672.'67 674, and
675 VFO) and J.C. Penney's Pinto models

6201, 6213, 6217,. 8235, and 8240. 200 pros.
Order No. 126-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
Vol. 2. (1970-75) Covers Pearce -Simpson (Puma
23, 238, & 23C GM23, Cougar 23B, Tomcat
23B. Bobcat 23C .& 23D, Super Lynx, Tiger 2313
&
23C. Bearcat 23. 238, & 23C, Lynx Cheetah
SSD, Simba SSB Bengal SSB,
88B,
Guardian 23) Unimetrics' Marlin 1,Panther
Mako 1, and
Seahorse 1; Tiaberry's T, T Charlie One. Five -ByFive (505). Big T and T Control: plus these
transceivers from Siltmnix: 88B-23 and 23-A,
VE0-80, and VFO-90. 200 pps.
Order No. 854-55.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper
Vol 3.(1970-75) Covers these Johnson transceivers
of the Messenger series: 120. 121 122, 123A,
130. 250, and 125: plus these SBA/Linear transceivers: Console 1 (88E-E4CB)._ Sidebander ISBE6CB1. Console II (813E-16CB ( Sidebander II
(SBE-18CB), Capri (SBE-2CB). Capri II (SEE 23C11) . Catalina (SBE-9CB). Catalina II MBE22CB) . Coronado (SBE-2CB ) Coronado II ME 100B I . Sierra (311E-7CB), Trinidad ( SBE-11CH I
Cortex (SBE-21CB) Sidebander III (SBE-18CB),
and Formula (SBE-26CB). Also in Vol. 3 is the
Sonar FM -3023 plus the following Royce transceiv-

er models: 590. 600 600A,600B, 601, 602,
(102A. 805.

605A. 606, 612. 620. 630. 631.

635. and 640. 200 pos.
Order No. 858-$8.95 Leatheeette, $5.95 Paper
Vol.
4. (1970-75) Covers Pace (10-2, 100A8A.
P2300, P2378, CB2376A, CB223. C B76 DX 230013. 2376B, CB123A, 133. CB143, C'El144,
CB145, 100013, 1000M) Fanon/Courier (Rebel+,
Traveller II, Conqueror. Caravelle, Comet 23. Chief
23. Classic II, Classic III, Spartan, Centurion, and
Gladiator) ; Dynasoan (Cobra) (Cobra 21. Cobra 28,
Cobra 29 CAM -88, CAM -89. Cobra 132A. Cobra
123B, Cobra 135A, and Cobra 135B. 210 pps.
Order No. 882-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper

These Complete Schematic/Servicing Manuals Available on 10 -Day Free Trial!
TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
Please send me the Schematic/Servicing Manuals indicated below. understand you fully guarantee
your Manuals, and that may return them in 10 days for immediate refund or cancellation of invoice.
I

I

I

enclose S

Order No.

Send postpaid. E Send on 10 -Day FREE trial. (Specify paper or leatherette.)
Order No.
Order No.
Order No.
Order No.
Order No.
Order No.

Name

Company

.

Phone

Address

City

State
Zip
(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.)
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ucts but two-way communications
servicers in general, regardless of
the brand(s) of products they service.

E.F. Johnson presently offers
servicers three general types of
training programs: resident
courses, at its Technical Education Center in Waseca; Johnson
Educational Training Packages
(JET PACs), for at-home or in shop study; and product -familiarization seminars, at key locations
throughout the U.S.
RESIDENT TRAINING

Three servicer-oriented resident courses are presently offered

by E.F. Johnson at its Technical

Education Center, located ten
blocks from the company's headquarters in Waseca.

Basic Electronics & Communications
Course

This six -week, entry level, resident course is designed principally

for individuals with an occupational goal of ultimately becoming

FCC -licensed servicers of CB
and/or land -mobile two-way comInstructor Mike O'Brien assists a Basic Electronics & Communications student
during hands-on training in the Student Applications Lab of E.F. Johnson's Technical
Education Center in Waseca, Minnesota.

munications equipment but who
have no prior knowledge and ex-

perience in any phase of electronics.

Training for Two -Way
Communications ServicersE.F. Johnson's Approach

The course begins with basic
electronic and radio theory, proceeds to analysis of circuits in E.F.
Johnson two-way equipment, and
then introduces the student to test

instruments and practical troubleshooting techniques, using

both lecture and "hands-on" teaching methods.

Because this course is oriented

By J.W. Phipps

"Any company which manufac-

tures a product that ultimately

might require service should not
ignore the necessity of providing
technical education for those who
must be depended upon to service
that product. And, equally impor-

to the goal of providing the student
with a basic working knowledge of

electronics theory, circuit opera based on the concept that "servic- :ion, test instrument usage and
er-oriented training is a need and practical test techniques, and does
responsibility which should be not dwell on FCC rules and regushared by both the manufacturer lations, graduates typically are
and the servicer, because both can, not prepared to immediately pass
the FCC 2nd Class Radioteleand do, benefit from it."
The E.F. Johnson Company, phone License test. However, the

tant, those who assume the re- headquartered in Waseca, Min- course does familiarize students
sponsibility for servicing a company's product owe it to their customers and to themselves to be as
proficient as possible."

This statement, By Daryl J.

Thompson, director of E.F.

Johnson's Technical Education
Center, summarizes that com-

pany's attitude about service
technician training-an attitude

nesota, a small community in the with the use of Question & Answer
Southeastern part of that state, is (Q&A) manuals which cover the
not the only manufacturer of FCC rules and regulations applitwo-way communications prod- cable to the 2nd Class Radioteleucts that offers effective service phone license and, according to
technician training. But it does Thompson, many graduates sucseem to offer a greater variety of cessfully pass the 2nd Class test

servicer-oriented training pro-

grams aimed at, and open to, not
only the servicers of its own prod-

within as little as 90 days after
completing the course.
Basic electronics & Communi-
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cations classes begin every eight

weeks and are limited to a
maximum of ten students per

communications equipment.

Limited to a maximum of eight
The course begins with a brief students per class. The enrollment
but thorough review of circuit and fee is $100, with the student pay-

class. The cost of individual en- radio theory, general trouble ing for his own room accommodarollment is $1200 and includes diagnosis techniques and test in- tions and meals while in Waseca.
room accommodations and meals strument usage, and then concenduring the six -week period.
trates on practical techniques for Advanced Technician School
troubleshooting two-way comThis intensive, one -week resiBasic Technician School

munications equipment, using the
This three-week resident course tried and proven "learning -by is designed for individuals with a doing" teaching method.
working knowledge of electronics
The Basic Technician School is
but who have had no practical ex- conducted about six times per
perience in servicing two-way year, as demand warrants, and is
Installation Garage

Storage
Field
Service
Laboratory

lassroom

I Classroom

dent course is designed for experi-

enced two-way communications
technicians who want to become
more familiar with the most proficient methods of servicing E.F.
Johnson products.

Alll110-1111.11

Studio

Technical Education
Laboratory

Field Service Engineering I

-"Control
Room

Libra,
Reception Area
Technical
Education
Director

Technical Education Instructor Mechanical
Staff
Laboratory

Audio-visual
Preparation
Room

1
A "tour" of E.F. Johnson's Technical Education Center with the center's director, Daryl Thompson:
"Our classrooms are designed to be comfortable as well as functional. Plenty of table -top space is
available for each student so that large schematics can be spread out and easily used. Comfortable,
relaxing chairs are provided for each student, adhering to the principle that 'the mind can absorb only
what the posterior will allow it to.' Each classroom is also equipped with a variety of audio/visual
formats, including chalk boards, overhead projector, slide projector, 16mm film and video tape.
Three types of classroom lighting with variable controls are available, to allow the instructor to set the
light level best suited to the type of teaching activity being conducted at that time. The two classrooms
are separated by a 40dB Sonicwall which allows them to be joined for large meetings. Across the
hall from the classrooms is the student library. A great deal of reference material and some "lust
interesting reading" is available for student use. It also is a quiet place to get away and study. In one
corner of the library is an amateur radio station for students' use and a two -position study 'carrel' for
students to take advantage of some of our individualized instructional packages (JET-PACS). The
student applications laboratory contains eight individual test stations. Each test station is slightly
different for a very good reason: We felt that it is important that the student become familiar with all of
the various types of test equipment he might encounter in the field. It also provides a good opportunity
for those who are considering investing in equipment to use all of the various models available in our
lab. This comparison of features and performance, coupled with price considerations, makes their
decision easier. A complete audio/video productions studio is also housed within the Technical
Education Center. This studio is used for the production of self -instruction A/V Packages for distribution to the field, and video tapes used to facilitate both in-house and field seminar training."

A student in the six -week, resident Basic Electronic & Communications Course is shown here
using one of two audio/visual-equipped, indepeidew study facilities in the student library of
E.F. Johnson's Technical Education Center.

Basi: Electronics & Communications students
being taught the operational theory of IC quadrature detectors by instructor Mike O'Brien in one

of the modern class rooms at E.F. Johnson's
Techii:al Education Center.

(Left) Instructor Bob Lenertz points out the location of a service control in an E.F. Johnson transceiver luring the tapirg of an audio/visual training program
in the Audio/Visual Studio of E.F. Johnson's Technical Education Center, while instructor Lynn Anderson does double -duty on the camera. (Right) Control
room of the Audio/Visual Studio.
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mom

TEST
SEMICONDUCTORS

31/2 Digit

ANYWHERE

from

Portable,
in -circuit tester

Multimeter
B&K-PRECISION

for all bipolar
transistors,
Daryl J. Thompson, Director, E.F. Johnson

Darlingtons,

Technical Education Center: "We try to make
technical training as interesting and pleasant as
possible, without compromising comprehension

FETs,

and retention-and our students tell us we're
succeeding."
B&K-PRECISION

MODEL 283-$ 1 70

...you'll want it for its
features
...but its the price that
will sell you!
High intensity LED display

SCRs

In its present format, 80 percent

of the course time is devoted to
classroom instruction; however, a

new format for the Advanced
is

easily read from at least 6 feet in the

brightest room
Measures AC and DC voltage, AC
and DC current and resistance.
0.5% DC accuracy
100% overrange (1000 scale reads
to 1999).

Automatic polarity
Automatic decimal point
Flashing overrange indication on
display
Four voltage ranges to 1000V
Four current ranges to 1000mA.
Six resistance ranges to 10 meg.
In -circuit resistance measurements
at voltage levels below conduction
threshold of semiconductors.
Overload protection on all ranges

Complete new circuitry makes the
Model 283 the most dependable and
versatile 31/2 digit multimeter you can
buy. The extra -bright display allows
you to use it where other units would
cause reading problems. The select-

able "low ohms" function permits

accurate measurement of semiconductor shunted resistors.

An optional, internal battery pack

(BP -83, $50.00) provides 8 hours of

continuous use on one overnight
charging and charges when the

Model 283 is in use on 115/230 VAC.
Your B&K-PRECISION distributor has

the Model 283 in stock and will be
glad to demonstrate its features to
you. Call him, or write for additional
information.

aP4/(PREC/S/ON
PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
6460 W. Cortland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60635 312/889-8870
in Canada: Atlas Electronics, Toronto
...tor more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card

Technician School, with up to 90
percent of the course time spent in
hands-on bench training, is being
planned for implementation early
in 1977. To assure that all enrol-

lees meet at least the minimum
knowledge and experience pre-

requisites which E.F. Johnson believes are necessary to obtain optimum benefit from the new Advanced Technician School, appli-

cants will be required to pass a

pre -enrollment test or they must
have successfully completed a JET

PAC course on the E.F. Johnson
products covered in the school.
Six to eight Advanced Techni-

cian Schools are conducted each
year, depending on the number of
applicants, with class size limited
to a maximum of ten students. Enrollment in the Advanced Technician School cost $50, excluding the
cost of room accommodations and
meals.
JET PACS

Johnson Educational Training
Packages (JET PACs) are individual audio/visual training programs which technicians or shop
owners may purchase and keep for

B&K-PRECISION
MODEL 510 $90

Combines Dynapeale* testing
method with HI/LO power
drive

Tests semiconductors and
identifies all leads; base,
emitter, collector in LO drive
Provides GOOD/BAD
indicator in circuits with
shunt resistance as low as
10f1; shunt capacitance up to
25 p.F, in HI drive

Test performed as quickly
as one can turn the switch
Measures 65/8" x 33/4" x 13/4"

Weighs 1/2 pound, less four
'AA" batteries
Price includes test clips and
carrying case
Available from local B&KPRECISION distributors

at-home or in -shop training on

:KPRECISION

two-way communications products and general service -related
topics such as "Techniques For

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN

specific lines of E.F. Johnson

Selling Service."
The JET PACs, which cost about

6460 West Cortland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889-9087
In Canada: Atlas Electronics. Toronto
...tor more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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$25 each, come in a variety of
audio/visual formats, including
film strips with audio tape cassettes, Microfiche with audio tape

cassettes, 3M Soundpage slides

with synchronized audio, and
video tape with sound.

FIELD SEMINARS

Approximately thirty product familiarization service training
seminars are conducted by the
E.F. Johnson training staff each
year at "central" locations

i;r1

:01 I
AC/147 FOR LONG HAULS
NNEL V

82

ITE

JUMBO AC -747 for

Although the shorter time element and concentrated format of
these field seminars and the relatively large number of technicians
(20 to 50) which typically attend
each seminar inherently preclude
the opportunity for on -the -spot
practical application of recommended alignment and trouble-

Unt

........

For
DEEP -DEEP FRINGE

SOLID STATE

shooting techniques, as is em-

UHF/VHF Combine

100% U/V Isolation

phasized in the E.F. Johnson resi-

Weatherproof

dent courses, they neverthelesp

Cluick Attach- No Strip Termi,

DEEP - DEEP FRINGE

48" VHFCORNER DIRECTOR SYSTEM
48" UHF Corner Reflector *63 TOTAL ACTIVE ELEMENTS

-a
-

Boom Length 138"
0.....,.

and operational features of E.F.
Johnson products and the most
proficient methods of aligning and
troubleshooting them.

OR OR

FO

BLACK

throughout the country. The principal purpose of these seminars is
to acquaint service shop owners
and technicians with the circuits

Double Mast Clamp
includes UHF Power Poe

22 Driven Elements
31 Directors
10 Reflectors

have proven to be a relatively effective and convenient method of
increasing technical proficiency.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Individual technicians and

Blue Boom - Gold Elements

owners of service businesses who
DC10 for

DEEP FRINGE

34" VHF CORNER DIRECTOR SYSTEM
34" UHF Corner Reflector 43 TOTAL ACTIVE ELEMENTS
Boom Length 78"
18 Driven Elements

-4114,k
0
.

Double Mint Clamp
Blue Boom - Gold Elements

.

....,

18 Directon

7 Reflectors
Correlator Phasing for Perfect Match and Increased Gain.
1°P.:

AC -727 for FRINGE

AREA

28" VHF CORNER DIRECTOR SYSTEM
28" UHF Corner Reflector35 TOTAL ACTIVE ELEMENTS
Boom Length GO"

14 Driven Elements
13 Directors
8 Reflectors
Correlator Phasing for Perfect Match and Increased Gain.

P.O. Box 865, Highway 61 North
Burlington, Iowa 52601
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son's Technical Education Center
can obtain additional information
about JET PACs and the content,
starting dates and enrollment pro-

effort and dollars devoted to service technician training are in reality a no -risk investment in 'hu-

man capital'-a type of invest-

LINE UP TODAY WITH ACA!

...for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card

munications technician training
programs offered by E.F. John-

classes and field seminars by writing or calling Daryl J. Thompson,
Director, E.F. Johnson Technical
Education Center, Waseca, Minn.
56093 (phone 507-835-2050).
As stated by Thompson, "Time,

10 Additional UHF Directors for DC10 & 727.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

tage of the various two-way com-

cedures for specific courses,

Blue Boom - Gold Elements
POWER PAC PP800 For Additional UHF Gain
For DC10 and 727

are interested in taking advan-

(

ment which always pays high re-

turns to the manufacturer, the

technician and the service busi-

ness.

nue came from, as well as

Financial statements
are-to the successful

the expenses involved to
obtain this revenue. For
example, you might want
to break up your income
as shown in Chart A.

businessman-what

schematics and service
information are to the

successful electronic

When you do it this

technician. If you wish to

run a successful elec-

way it is easy to see that

you must have a working

ample, represented 8.2%

knowledge of both the
schematics and the financial statements. As-

of our total income and
service calls represented
15.5% of the income. If

suming that you have al-

last year service calls

ready mastered the

were 20% of the income

schematics and service
information, we'll con-

and carry -in labor was
only 10% and this year

fine ourselves in this

service calls were 15.5%

two-part series to the un-

derstanding and proper
utilization of financial
statements.

and carry -in labor was
15.9% then the trend of
the business is for people

warranty labor, for ex-

tronic service business,

to bring sets to you

rather than you going to

By financial state-

them. If that trend was
true for the past two or
three years, you might

ments, we're not speak-

ing of the debits and cred-

its and the journals and
ledgers which are kept
according to the peculiar-

ities and needs of each

individual business.

These are important financial records, but they
are easily kept and serve
only as the source for the

Financial Statements
Made Easy

decide not to buy a new
truck and you might be

better off buying more
equipment for the shop
and modernizing the customer area to accommo-

date those carry -in customers.

The next thing you
data that is used to pre- Part One-Profit and Loss Statements might
want to know is
pare the financial statehow
much
gross profit
and how to analyze them
ments we are concerned
you
made
on
parts and
with, namely the profit labor.
Common
with
and -loss (or operating)
many small businessmen
statement and the balance sheet. We'll show

you how these state-

ments are prepared and
will attempt to take the

"black magic" out of
analyzing these state-

ments. We'll try to provide you with a simple
approach to understanding what your accountant provides you with,

and how to use these

By Paul F. Dontje, C.E.T.

is the failure to recognize

the difference between
ment." It is a history, or we need more informa- "gross profit" and "net
summary, of a period of tion that this provides. It profit." Gross profit is the
time, one month, one is surprising how many difference between what
year, or whatever period small businessmen only we pay for something and
of time you want it to look at those three what we sell it for. Net
cover. The simplest form figures-revenue, ex- profit is what you have
of a P & L statement is as penses and net profit. Ac- left after you have paid
tually, the P & L state- all overhead expenses,
follows:
ment should provide as including your salary,
Revenue
(income)

$6,649.00

much information as and, in the authors opin-

statements to improve Less Expenses 6,079.00
$ 570.00
your business and, as a Net Profit
If all we wanted was a
result, make more mon-

possible about income ion, also taken a miniand expense. If we are mum return on your ingoing to manage the vestment and paid in-

ey.

to know where the reve- ings. If you'd like to know

THE PROFIT -AND -LOSS
STATEMENT

The P & L (profit and
loss) statement is technically the statement of income and expense and is
also sometimes referred
to as "Income Statement"

or "Operating State -

P & L statement this business, we would like come taxes on the earnwould suffice. However,

how much gross profit

PAUL F. DONTJE is president and general manager of (GP) you made on parts
Paul Dontje Radio & TV, Inc., in Wheat Ridge,
and labor you would deColorado. He started the company in 1953 with capital of velop the figures in a spot
only $150. He is also chairman of NESDA's Education and directly under our inTraining Committee and has conducted Business
come portion, as shown
Management Seminars in many states, and was
instrumental in forming the NESDA Professional Service in Chart B.
Also, as a manager,
Management Schools. He is a graduate of the Financial
you
might like to have
Management By Analysis course at Denver University.
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only
you can obtain

THIS
GIANT

Master Handbook of 1001

for

Practical Electronic Circuits °"'Y

M May
we send you this helpful new
book as described on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a

Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

This is a quality hardbound volume,

especially designed to help you increase your know-how, earning power,
and enjoyment of electronics.
This handsome, hardbound book

is indicative of the many other fin
offerings made to Members ... impor-

tant books to read and keep . . . volumes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.
With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit from Club Membership

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial

Membership, you will receive a Bonus

Dividend Certificate with each additional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.
6. Prevents You from Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE News gives
you advance notice of important new
books . . . books vital to your con-

tinued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own experience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest ..
and to save substantially while so do.

ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

in the FREE Club News, published
thirteen times a year. Thus, you are
the first to know about, and to
the help and generous savings the among
Club offers you. For here is a Club de- own if you desire, significant new
voted exclusively to seeking out only books. You choose only the main or
those titles of direct interest to you. alternate selection you want (or adMembership in the Club offers you vise if you wish no book at all) by
means of a handy form and return
several advantages.
enclosed with the News. As
1. Charter Bonus: Take "MASTER envelope
of your Trial Membership, you
HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL part
need purchase as few as four books
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS" . pub- (luring
the coming 12 months. You
lisher's list price $12.95
. for only
would probably buy at least this many
99' with your Trial Membership.
anyway . . .
the substantial
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club savings offeredwithout
through Club Memberguarantees to save you 15% to 75% ship.
on all books offered. All books are offered at low Member prices (plus a
Limited Time Offer!
small shipping charge).
Here, then, is an interesting oppor3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
after this trial Membership, you will prove to yourself, in a short time, the
earn a Dividend Certificate for every advantages of belonging to Electronbook you purchase. Three Certificates, ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
plus payment of the nominal sum of unique offer is appealing, to act
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable promptly, for we've reserved only a
This special offer is just a sample of

.

.

.

.

Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

limited number of books for new Members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative,

To start your Membership on these

new books on all phases of electronics.

attractive terms, simply fill out and

n9 at

WITH
MEMBER-

SHIP

day.

You will receive "MASTER
HANDBOOK OF 1001 PRACTICAL
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS" for 10 day inspection.

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return it within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, P.O. Box 10,
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
CB Radio Schematic/Servicing Manual Vol. 3 List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95
Impedance
List $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Switching Regulators & Power Supplies
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Central Heating & Air Conditioning
Repair Guide
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Refrigeration
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Step -by -Step Gde./Carburetor Tuneup/
Overhaul
List $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the VOM & EVM
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
MOSFET Circuits Guidebook/100 Tested
Projects
List $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Microprocessor/Microprograming Hdbk.
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Microelectronics
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Build -It Book/Mini Test/Measurement
Instruments List $7.95; Club Price $4.95
OP AMP Circuit Design & Applications
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Troubleshooting with Dual -Trace Scope
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Electronic Conversions, Symbols/Formulas
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Music Circuit Guidebook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Modern Guide to Digital Logic
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Modern Electronics Math
List Price $12.95; Club Price $9.95
Aviation Electronics Handbook
List Price $11.95; Club Price $8.95

Small -Screen TV Servicing Manual
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
2nd Class FCC Encyclopedia
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

Advanced Applications for Pocket
Calculators List $8.95; Club Price $5.95

The Complete FM 2 -Way Radio Handbook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

Tower's International Transistor Selector
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Effective Troubleshooting with EVM
& Scope
List $8.95; Club Price $5.95

mail the postage -paid airmail card to-

SENDNO MONEY!

Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

Master Handbook

of 1001 Practical
Electronic Circuits
Edited by Kendall Webster Sessions
602 pages
Over 1250 illustrations
Handsome, hardbound volume

Here is the ideal schematic sourcebook

for all active technicians, engineers,
experimenters-for anyone who must occasionally, or regularly, construct or adapt
electronic circuits for any purpose what-

soever. Each circuit diagram has every
component carefully labeled, and every
schematic is accompanied by all the information you need to construct the circuit

for use in your own individual application.
If there are coils to be wound, you'll find
full and complete coil -winding details right

there on the spot. If special parts are required, you won't have to invest a lot of
time and effort before the fact, for it's all
there before you in condensed captions. If
you've ever wanted a circuit diagram you
couldn't find, or if you've ever spent precious hours breadboarding a circuit from
scratch, only to find it's already been perfected by someone else, then you'll real -

Partial List of Contents
Alarm Sensors & Triggering
Circuits; Audio Conditioning
Circuits; Audio Amplifiers;
Automotive Circuits; Filters;
Logic Circuits,
Clocks; Power

Counters &
Supplies &
Voltage Multipliers; Receiv-

Here are IC and transistor circuits for practically any-

thing and everything-with ALL the data needed to
put them to work!

ly appreciate the ease with which you
can find the circuit you need-quicklyin the Master Handbook.
The circuits included are completely upto-date-they're transistor and integrated circuit schematic diagrams that have been
designed, built, tested, reworked as necessary, and perfected by technicians and applications engineers of the top semiconductor manufacturers. Whatever your
forte, regardless of your electronic specialty, you'll find any circuit you're ever

likely to need in the pages of this rich
volume. Want to build a fire alarm or

moisture detector? A 4 -channel stereo decoder? A roomful of practical test instruments? A complete repeater? A digital
computer? Audio or RF filters? Or how
about a burglar alarm-you'll find a wide
range of them here for home, shop, or car!
The list of circuits in this GIANT 602 page volume is practically endless: whatever you need, you're going to find a selection of just -right circuits for it here.

And nothing has been spared to bring
you the best possible circuits using the
fewest possible components, with more
than enough data to insure that the version you build will work exactly the way
you want it to-the very first time you
breadboard it!
This is not a book of words. The only
reading you'll do when you open the pages
of this Master Handbook will be within
the captions of only those circuits of di-

rect and specific interest to YOU. The
schematics are classified according to general application, and the Sections themselves appear in alphabetical order-Alarm
Sensors and Triggering Circuits, Audio
Conditioning Circuits, Audio Amplifiers,
Automotive Circuits, etc. (See Contents

for a complete listing of all the circuit diagram categories included in this invaluable reference.)
The Section on test equipment includes

circuits for almost any instrument you
can imagine, from simple range multipliers for your VOM to sophisticated
frequency counters. The Section on re-

ceivers and RF preamplifiers gives you a
rich choice of circuits from which to choose
in order to improve reception of any type
of signal in any part of the radio frequency spectrum; it's an extremely simple and
effective way to get "metropolitan" performance from a "fringe area" TV installation. If you're in the business of
servicing/repairing commercially built

electronic equipment (TV receivers,
stereo amplifiers, CB transmitters and

receivers), you're going to especially appreciate the comprehensive Appendix of
IC substitutions, which includes base diagrams for most popular ICs, and gives
you all the info you need to adapt the IC
packages of one manufacturer to the circuit applications of another. Another Appendix is a pictorial listing of common
electronic symbols.

ers, RF Preamplifiers & Converters; Regulator Circuits;
RF Generators & Waveshapers; RF Power Amplifiers; Test

Equipment; Control & Tone
Circuits, CORs & Other Repeater Circuits; Timers; Transmitters, Transceivers, Exciters

& VFOs; Battery Chargers;
Diode Circuits; Miscellaneous
Circuits; Appendix A: IC Sub-

stitution Guide; Appendix B:
Electronic Symbols.

Each of the over 1250 schematic illustrations-with all components clearly
labeled-is accompanied by all the data you need to construct the circuit!
...for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...

CHART A

CHART B

Breakdown of
Income

CHART C

Parts & Labor Gross
Profit

Breakdown Of Overhead
Expenses
EXPENSES

INCOME

Parts Sales
Service Calls,
labor
Bench Labor
Carry -in Labor
Warranty Labor
Antenna Labor
TOTAL INCOME

$2,560.00
1,028.00
965.00
1,056.00
545.00
495.00

38.5 %
15.5 %
14.5 %
15.9 %
8.2 %
7.4 %

$6,649.00 100.0 %

GROSS PROFIT
Parts Sales
Parts Cost

1/2 Owners Salary
Office Salary
Employees Benefits
Utilities

$2,560
1,250

Parts Gross
Profit
Labor Sales
Wages

Labor Gross
Profit

Rent

Depreciation
Office Supplies
Advertising
Truck Expense
Telephone
Insurance

$1,310
4,089
2,248
1,841

TOTAL GROSS
PROFIT

Dues & Subscriptions
Travel & Entertainment

$3,151
2,581
$ 570

EXPENSES
NET PROFIT

Taxes
Repairs

Bad Debts, Collections
Misc.
Total Expenses
$2,581.00

the overhead expenses ments such as sales of
broken down. This is new TV sets, rental deusually done from the partment or any other
check register or ac- special department. If we
counts payable journal did add set sales and

$600.00
325.00
35.00
125.00
225.00
175.00
25.00
230.00
195.00
78.00
96.00
25.00
36.00
225.00
35.00
115.00
36.00

38.8 %

CHART D
Operating Statement For
One Month, Ending July 31, 1976

and could contain 10 or rentals, the income and
20 separate items. A typical expense portion of a
P & L statement is illus-

gross profit sections
would appear on our

trated in Chart C.
When we put all three

shown in Chart E.
When We analyze the

sections of our profit and -loss statement to-

gether, as shown in
Chart D, we have what

operating statement as

gross profit figure of
$4,023 in Chart E it be-

comes obvious that labor

is the big contributor.

could be considered a However, we should note
complete operating that the gross profit for
statement. All percen- the rental department is

tages have been de- almost net profit for that
veloped in relation to department because we

total income, and from a
technical standpoint, the
"income section" of this
format is really a "source
of income" statement and

have deducted rental ad-

vertising and deprecia-

Parts Cost
Parts Gross Profit
Labor Income
Labor Cost
Labor Gross Profit

EXPENSES

as in Chart F. You could
also break down the expense section by depart-

The thing you must

you need as a manager.
For example, you might

guard against is that you

want to expand the P & L
even more to show gross

segment of your business

may decide that one

is unprofitable by looking at the figures, when
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1/2 Owners Salary
Office Salary
Employee Benefits
Utilities
Rent
Depreciation

Office Supplies
Advertising
Truck Expense
Telephone
Insurance
Dues &
Subscriptions
Travel &
Entertainment
Taxes
Repairs
Bad Debts,
Collections

Misc.
Total Expenses
Net Profit, before taxes

$6,649.00

38.5 %
15.5 %
14.5 %
15.9 %
8.2 %
7.4 %
100.0 %

1,310.00

18.8 %
19.7 %

1,841 00

33.8 %
27.7 %

$3,151.00

47.4 %

$2,560.00
1,250.00

break up the expense sec-

statement up into as uable to your operation.

profits on other depart -

GROSS PROFIT
Parts Sales

$2,560.00
1,028.00
965.00
1,056.00
545.00
495.00

TOTAL GRCSS PROFIT

It is also possible to

derstand what is basi- ments, if you, as mancally needed you can ager feel this type of inbreak your operating formation would be valmany sections as you feel

Parts Sales
Service Call Labor
Bench Labor
Carry -in Labor
Warranty Labor
Antenna Labor
Total Income

tion as a cost of sales.

as such is not found on tion of your operating
accounting formats of statement into "operatmost typical P & L ing expenses" and "adstatements. We will go ministrative expenses."
into the importance of If you used this method,
these percentages later the expense portion of
in the article when we your P & L would appear
discuss the ratio analysis
of operating statements.
Remember, if you un-

INCOME

4,089.00
2,248.00

600.00
325.00
35.00
125.00
225.00
175.00
25.00
230.00
195.00
78.00
96.00
25.00
36.00
225.00
35.00
115.00
36.00

2,581.00

$ 570.00

38.8 %
8.6 %

in fact, that may not be

most of the expense items

completely true. For such as rent and owner's

example, let's say that salary would be the same
20% of your income came without any TV sales.
from TV sales, and so you

And you must determine,

expenses should be borne

business you get through
your efforts at TV sales.
It's my belief that you

decide that 20e4 of the also, how much service
by the TV department.

However, 20% of $2,581
is $516.20, so the TV de-

should break down ex-

partment would have penses by departments
suffered a net loss of and pro -rate them on a
$189.20. On the other percentage basis to the
hand, if we eliminated various departments. BeTV sales, would our ex-

fore you make major

changes, however, you
Probably not, because need to consider all of the
penses go down by 20e/r?

CHART E
Operating Statement, Including
TV Sales & Rental
INCOME

20.6 %
8.3 %

$1,920.00
TV Department
774.00
Rental Department
Service Department
2,560.00
Parts Sales
Service Call Labor 1,028.00
965.00
Bench Labor
1,056.00
Carry -in Labor
545.00
Warranty Labor
495.00
Antenna Labor
$9,343.00
Total Income
GROSS PROFITS
Parts Sales

Parts Cost
Parts Gross Profit

Total Labor income
Labor Cost

Less Cost of Sales
Beginning Inventory
Plus Purchases

5.8%
5.3 %
100.0 %

$2,560.00
1,250.00
1,310.00

4,089.00
2,248.00

Total Labor Gross Prori--TV Department
New Set Sales
Used Set Sales
Total Sales

27.4 %
11.0 %
10.3 %
11.1 %

1,841 00

November 30
will be here
sooner than
you think!
November 30th is the deadline to tear
off and send in those gray bottom flaps with
the GE monogram from GE entertainment
receiving tube cartons. Entries postmarked
after November 30, 1976 cannot be
accepted.
He who hesitates loses an opportunity
to choose from 63 exciting gifts or "Go for
the Green" in the fabulous world of S&H
Green Stamps.

Tips for fastest aelivery.

1

2

3
4
5

1,570.00
350.00

1,920.00

Collect gray bottom flaps with the GE
monogram from GE tube cartons.
Include only these flaps.
Package them in a good corrugated
cardboard container to guard against
damage in transit.
Use registered mail or UPS so you
have a traceable receipt for your
order and valuable flaps.
When ordering merchandise, include
quantity, award description, award
number and the correct number of
flaps required.
Be sure your name and address are
legible. Be sure to include your
name-use of firm name alone makes
awards difficult to trace.

2,320.00
1,160.00
T41F)

Less Ending
Inventory
Cost of Sets

sO

2,105.00
1,340.00

Total Gross Profit,
TV Dept.
Rental Department
Rent of Sets
Rent of Stands
Total Rental Income

545.00

760.00
14.00

Rental Costs
Advertising
Collections
Service
Rental
Depreciation

78.00
56.00
67.00
246.00

Total Rental Costs

Rental Dept. Gross Profit
TOTAL GROSS PROFIT

Mail orders and flaps to:
GENERAL ELECTRIC AWARD HQ
3003 E. Kemper Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45266

774.00

447.00
$

327.00

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO, KY 42301

$4,023.00
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or operating, statement.

factors involved.

Finally, in the

de-

velopment of the P & L
statement, we should try

RATIO ANALYSIS OF THE
OPERATING STATEMENT

to include what are

at your business in per- that we can use for better
centages. The most im- management of our

portant is to have a
realistic unit of mea-

business.

A good example of how

Each time we attend a surement of the trends in information taken from
known as "year-to-date" Service Management your business. You've past P & L statements
figures, which is simply a School the instructors
matter of totaling each of talk about standard -for-

probably noticed that can reveal business

ment from the beginning ments, or profit and loss

your financial state- gross parts profit in

when you talk to a

trends is shown in Table

the items on the state- mat operating state- banker he wants to see 1. As you'll notice, the
of the business year to, statements -and they
and including, the cur- talk about the use of perrent month. As shown in centages, or ratios, as a
Chart G, these "year-to- management tool. Some

ments for the last three January 1973 was 56%
in January 1974 it was

years, including the bal-

ance sheets and profit 50% and in January 1975
and loss statements. He it was 46%. Therefore,

date" figures and per- of these are overhead is looking for the long you know that the parts
centages are positioned burden percentage, gross term trends of your busi- profits have been on a
on the statement to the parts profit percentage, ness. He'll also look at gradual decline, and a
right of the one -month and direct labor cost per- the solvency ratios and
figures to allow for easy centage, to mention a liquidity, which can also
comparison. Chart G, few.
indicate trends. In this
then, is an example of a
There are many impor- part of our article we will
typical, complete P & L, tant reasons for looking investigate the trends
CHART G
OPERATING STATEMENT
(Including Year -to -Date) Period Ending July 31, 1976
INCOME

Parts Sales
Service Call Labor
Bench Labor

MARCH

$2,560
1,028
965
1,056
545
495

Carry in Labor
Warranty Labor
Antenna Labor
Total Income
GROSS PROFIT
Parts Sales
Parts Cost

$6,649

$2,560
1,250

Parts Gross Profit

18.8 °A,

S1.310

Labor Income
Labor Cost
Labor Gross Profit

4,089
2,248

TOTAL GROSS PROFIT

%* 3 Months, year to date
38.5 %
$ 7,890
15.5 %
3,056
14.5 %
2,545
15.9 %
3,275
8.2 %
1,675
7.4 %
1,275
100.0 %
$19,716

$7.890
3,947

19.7 %

1,841

38.8 %
27.7 %

$3,151

47.4 %

$3,943
11,826
5,869

Rent
Depreciation

Office Supplies
Advertising
Truck Expense
Telephone
Insurance
Dues & Subscriptions
Travel & Entertainment
Taxes
Repairs

Bad Debts & Collections
Misc.

$

want to do something

about that trend, we
suggest that you don't
40.0%
15.5%
12.9%
16.6%
8.5%
6.5%
100.0%

20.0 %
20.0 %

29.8
5,957

30.2 %

9,900

50.2 %

$1,800

600
325
35
125
225
175

975
105
395
675
525
68
635
672
234
288
73
158
675
67
115
56

25

230
195
78
96
25
36
225
35
115
36
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With today's cost of doing

business, a 30% or 40%

discount on parts may
not pay today's operating
costs. Decide what mark

up or gross profit you
need for your business
and price your parts accordingly. It is also pos-

sible that you haven't
been turning in warranty parts for credit, or

haven't been getting
credit for warranty parts.
Or, maybe, you have inventory that's disappearing through pilferage or
shoplifting. The point is:

and now you can take
some kind of corrective
action.

Now, for another ex-

ample of how ratio

analysis can reveal problems, take a look at Table

2. Suppose that your

overhead burden percent

(overhead expense di-

$2,581

38.8 %

$7,516

38.1 %

NET PROFIT, Before Taxes

$

570

8.6%

$2,384

12.1 %
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use suggested list prices!

the percentages tell you
that there is a problem,

Total Expenses

All percentages are in relation to total income.

The trend shown is

probably true in most TV
service businesses due to
high -profit tube sales declining and lower -markup transistor and module

sales increasing. If you

EXPENSES

1/2 Owners Salary
Office Salary
Employee Benefits
Utilities

way is needed to reverse
the trend.

vided by direct labor cost)

had been 115% in 1973,
135% in 1974, and 165%

in 1975. From this you
can see that your costs
have gone up and you

need to investigate the

overhead expense has

reasons. Solutions to this
kind of a problem are not
as simple as a decline in

labor cost have risen

gross part profit. First,
we are talking about a
ratio of overhead expense
to direct labor cost. If, for

example, you employed
technicians at $2.00 per

gone down by 2.6%, and

10.4%, while gross profit

on labor has dropped
17.7%. The problem is in

the labor profit. Either
we have too much nonproductive time, or our
labor rates are too low, or

hour, a 250% burden possibly you could cut
paid technicians $20 an

your technicians wages
(which doesn't seem too
practical). The obvious

might be O.K. So we need
to look at the overhead as

to 35% (national infla-

might not be too high; on

the other hand, if you

hour, a ratio of 75%

conclusion is, in the three
years costs have risen 30

a percentage to total tion figures), and we are
sales (see Table #3) for
the same period, and the
direct labor cost as a percentage of total sales (see

selling labor at the same
prices.

If overhead has not

Table 4) for the same

gone up more than the inflation we probably can't
do much about it, but you

one has gotten out of bal-

should go over each ex-

period to find out which

ance. Also, for further pense item and question

it, anyway. If it appears
at the labor gross profit that the largest problem
percentage (see Table 5) area is labor gross profit,

analysis, we need to look

for the same period.
Now, looking at Tables

then remember, two fac-

CHART F
Expenses Breakdown by Operating &
Administrative Categories
Operating Expenses
$ 35.00
Employee Benefits
125.00
Utilities
225.00
Rent
175.00
Depreciation
230.00
Advertising
195.00
Truck Expense
78.00
Telephone
225.00
Taxes
35.00
Repairs
36.00
Misc.
Total Operating Expenses

$1,359.00

Administrative Expenses
600.00
1/2 Owners Salary
325.00
Office Salary
25.00
Office Supplies
96.00
Insurance
Dues &
25.00
Subscriptions
Travel &
36.00
Entertainment

Bad Debts &
115.00
Collections
Total Administrative Expense

1,222.00

TOTAL OPERATING & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

$2,581.00

tors control this-Pro-

3, 4 and 5, we find that ductivity and Prices. The

How to stock 300 instead of 112,000. All it
takes is RCA's "Top of the Line" SK Series
1976 Replacement Guide. Our most
comprehensive list to date of transistors,

rectifiers, thyristors and integrated circuits - 300 RCA types to replace 112,000
in entertainment or industrial equipment.
Excellent Product. Excellent Catalog. As
a product, RCA SK replacement semiconductors measure up to strict AQL standards. As a catalog, our 1976 Replacement

Guide is a thorough, accurate informational source, representing thousands of
engineering man-hours.
Get the "top of the line" now. With RCA's
SK Series and RCA's SK Replacement
Guide. Contact your RCA Distributor. Or
send $1.00 (check or money order) to
RCA Distributor and Special Products
Division, P.O. Box 85, Runnemede,
N.J. 08078.

RCASK Replacement

Semiconductors
AUGUST 1976, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, DEALER
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TABLE 1
Developing Gross Parts Profit Percentage
Month Year
July. 1974
July, 1975
July, 1976

Parts Sales -

-

$5.465
5.980
6.560

-

-

Gross Parts Profit
53.060
2,990
3.018

Parts Cost
$2.405
2.990
3,542

Gross Parts
Profit Percent'
56 %
50 %
46 %

The gross parts profit percentage is parts profit divided by parts sales

TABLE 2
Developing Overhead Burden Percentage
Year
1974

1975
1976

Direct
Labor Cost

Overhead
Expense

$64.687 ±
$74,390
$96,829

$56,250
$55,104
$58.684

Ratio
-

1.15 ,
1.35
1.65

100
100

100

-

Overhead Burden
Percent
115 %

135 %
165 %

-

100

obvious questions are- following months and
Are we wasting our time, will know if the adjustor being inefficient-and ment was right or if more
what can' we do to im- is needed.
prove the number of The key percentages
units we service in the that will help your
same amount of time? analysis are:
We also have to ask1. Parts cost percent-

Have my prices gone up age (parts cost divided by
with costs? If the answer gross sales)*
to that last question is
2. Labor cost percentno, and you are charging age (labor cost divided by
the same as you were gross sales)'
three years ago, and your
3. Gross profit pertechnicians are being centage (gross profit dipaid more, then you need vided by gross sales)*

to adjust your labor
prices.

4. Overhead expense

percentage (overhead

The point of all this expense divided by gross

is-if you will look at sales)`

5. Net profit percent-

your six or eight key per-

centages each month, age before taxes & after

and then compare them owners draw (Net profit

with the year-to-date divided by gross sales)*

TABLE 3
Developing Overhead Expense Percentage
Overhead

"ear
1974
1975
1976

Expense - Gross Sales (Parts & Labor)
$56.250
$55.104
$58,684

-

±

Overhead Expense
Percent

29.4%

$191,186
$198,922
$218.967

27.7 %

26.8%

percentages for the past
three or four years, you'll
know which areas of your

*Gross sales includes

both parts and labor.

Additional percent-

business need improve- ages that will be helpful
ment. When you make an include:
adjustment you'll be able
1. Gross parts profit

to see it reflected in the
percentages and ratios in

continued on page 49

CB testing just became a snap.
Now one unit does it all.
Hook our versatile Model 388 in line with your
transmitter ana instant digital readouts of a transmitter's four most important operating parameters

a 985 nn
11

AV

11

are a turn of a switch away.

A front -panel AM Monitor Output makes scope
display of modulation easy. A pushbutton selects

HICK OK

front panel or in -line frequency input. And changing
to 12V operation is easy, too.
Get your hands on the new Hickok Model 388 CB
In -Line Tester. We're betting you can't let go.

MODEL 3E18
CB INANE TESTER

Frequency
SWR

The Hickok Model 388 CB In -Line Tester
is one element of the
modular Hickok CommLine. To

put together the CommLine
system that's right for you,

talk to your HickoK distributor.

MODEL 388

5349

Power

MODEL 388X

% Modulation

5475

Hickok Model 388X features a precision temperature
compensated crystal oscillator with 1 ppm accuracy.

HICKOK

Commi
Line

HICKOK

the value innovator
INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108

(216)541-8060

...for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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TWX 810-421-8286

.

TECHNICAL

video and sound loss. Replace only the
coil (Magnavox Part No. 360676-21),
not the complete tuner control assembly.

DIGEST

ommimuom
The material used in this section is
selected from information supplied through
the cooperation of the respective
manufacturers or their agencies.

CHASSIS: Magnavox T981/982/987
TROUBLE SYMPTOM: Spot burned
into center of the picture tube

CAUSE: If the high voltage is inter-

CHASSIS: RCA CTC68

rupted three or four times in rapid suc-

cession it might cause a burn spot in

TROUBLE SYMPTOM: Beat pattern in picture
CAUSE: Open AM' filter capacitor

the center of the picture tube. The type
of defect most likely to cause repeated,
rapid interruption of the high voltage,
and the resultant CRT burn spot, is an

G4002, on the tuner mounting assem-

intermittent malfunction in the hori-

bly.

zontal drive or sweep section. The
most probable cause of this type of
trouble symptom are improperly sol-

CHASSIS: Magnavox T985/986/991

TROUBLE SYMPTOM: Continual
or intermittent loss of video and sound

CAUSE: Open or intermittently open

coil Ll, which physically is on the
tuner control assembly and electrically is in series with the B+ supply to
the VHF tuner. Absence of B+ on the
tuner side of the coil confirms proba-

bility that an open Ll is the cause of

dered stakes on which the socket of the

Horizontal Oscillator/Driver module
is mounted on the main printed -circuit
board. Before replacing a burned picture tube in these chassis, resolder the

associated stakes on the master

printed -circuit board. Improperly soldered connections on the Horizontal

Oscillator/Driver module socket or
improperly soldered components on
the module itself are also 'probable"
causes.

CHASSIS: Admiral K8

sis. In addition to failure of low -

TROUBLE SYMPTOM: Raster,

C505, other probable causes of loss of
raster, video and sound are failures in
the horizontal sweep circuit, such as

video and sound missing

CAUSE: Failure of the B+ 3/B+ 4
scan -derived power supply, which,

LIFE OR

voltage rectifier CR503 or capacitor

the horizontal oscillator, horizontal
driver or horizontal -output transisdriven off the horizontal -output trans- tors, which not only would eliminate
former, provides B+ to the sound, ver- the high voltage but also would retical and video circuits of the K8 chas- move B+ from the sound circuit.

DEATH

SITUATION
Not all 2 -way radios warn

about Smokies taking pictures.

Professional FM two-way

radios-the most important
ones-are for bringing help
fast in life or death emergencies. And if you've had
some serious electronics ex-

perience you just might fit
into this important, expanding field.
MTI is the only home study
school that deals exclusively

with service and repair of
professional two-way radios.
Think you're good enough
to become part of it all? Drop

us a line to find out.

HV

Please send me more information.
Name

HV RECTIFIER

Address

R512
10

Code

B+3
(30V)

HORIZ
OUTPUT
TRANS.
T403

LI I am a former MTI student.
[I] I am presently in the military

R511

LV RECTIFIER
CR503

100

B+4
(24.6V)

R507

4E1

C505

3

50MFD

8202

4110

.110.

C503
.22

LTE306

500MFD

0

O I am a veteran.

V9

M77

41111.

0

Formerly
TO

HORIZ
PHASE
DETECTOR

TO HORIZ
DRIVER

MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE
College Hill Road
Summerdale, PA 17093
(717) 732.3636

R424

TO B+2

...for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT
by the 109's build -in, additional pushbutton continuously variable, selectable frequency
two -band audio source bands; 2) variable fre(50 to 600Hz and 500 to

quency modulation of the

6000Hz) or by any 50- RF output up to a peak
to-10,000Hz audio source deviation of 25KHz; 3)
capable of delivering a simultaneous measure3 -volt (RMS) signal into
a 600 -ohm load

2) an eight -digit,

LED -equipped frequency

...tor more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card

COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE MONITOR

The Lampkin Model

ment, via an analog error

meter, of carrier fre-

quency error and FM de-

viation; 4) peak FM decounter capable of mea- viation monitoring via a
suring frequencies in the two -scale meter (0-2KHz

range from 50Hz to and 0-6KHz) plus a

combination of frequency 30MHz, with an accuracy front -panel SCOPE output
ranges and test functions of better than + 0.0001% for scope viewing of the
a shop might require, (1 part per million) and a demodulated FM wave-

Communications now or in the future, for maximum resolution of form; and 5) generation
Service Monitor com- troubleshooting and + 1Hz
of frequency -swept RF
bines in a single test in- aligning AM, FM and
3) an AM modula- output signals, with up to
109

strument the functions of SSB two-way communi- tion meter.
an RF signal generator cations equipment operOptional

features

1 -MHz sweep width.

The "base" version of

ating in the frequency which can be added to the the Model 109 weighs 17
ital frequency counter, a range from 20MHz to "base" version of the lbs., is 6% inches high by
single-sideband monitor, 500MHz.
Model 109-either by the 17 inches wide by 11
and an AM/FM modulaThe "base" version of manufacturer at the time inches deep, operates
tion meter.
the Model 109 includes: of initial purchase or from any nominal 120
The "add on" design of
1) a CW/AM RF sig- later by the purchaser- VAC, 50-400Hz power
the Model 109 makes it nal generator which cov- include provisions for: 1) source, and is priced at
(AM, FM and CW), a dig-

possible to "customize" ers the 20-30 MHz (CB)
its signal generating and band and which can be
measuring capabilities amplitude modulated

to match almost any

CB IN -LINE TESTER

If you want digital
readout of the four prime
performance parameters

of CB transmitters-

from zero to 100% either

extending the RF signal $1,550. (A provision for
generating capability of operation from a 12VDC
the Model 109 up to source also is available
500MHz, in up to nine on an optional basis.)

CommLine CB test in- for other setup connecstruments, requires con- tions and controls, and
nection of only two an automatic calibration
cables-the CB trans- feature, which Hickok
ceiver's output cable is calls "dynamic ratio,"
attached to the 388's eliminates the need for

TION switch-one for
measurement of up to 10

watts and the other for
measurement of from 10

to 100 watts-provide a
three -digit readout accu-

manual recalibration rate to within a nominal
standing -wave ratio nector, and the cable when output power is + 5% of scale, +1 count,
(SWR) and percent of leading to the trans- varied or fluctuates dur- in the 10 -watt range and
modulation-and you ceiver's antenna or ing SWR and percent- +5% of scale, +1 count,

frequency, power output,

back -panel INPUT con-

don't want to manipulate dummy load is attached
more than one control to the 388's back -panel
nor waste a lot of time OUTPUT connector-and
connecting, disconnect- you're ready to measure
ing and reconnecting a all four transmitter per-

"rat's nest" of coaxial
cables-then Hickok's

Model 388 CB In -Line
Tester might be what you
are looking for.
This time -and -mo-

tion -saving test instrument, which is the first of

Hickok's new *series of
42 /

age -of -modulation mea- in the 100 -watt range.
surements.
In the % MOD position
In the FREQUENCY po-

of the FUNCTION switch,

sition of the FUNCTION the 388 provides three switch, the 388 provides digit readout of percentformance parameters a seven -digit readout of ages of modulation in the
merely by rotating the frequency within the range from 0 to 100%, in
388's front -panel FUNC- range from 10Hz to 1% increments and with
TION switch to the appro- 80MHz, with an accuracy a nominal accuracy of
priate position. The 388's of 10 parts per million + 5% of scale, +1 count.
built-in cable matching (ppm) and a resolution of In addition, a front -panel
and coupling circuits and 10Hz.
jack labeled AM MONITOR
automatic decimal posiThe two POWER posi- provides an output for
tioner eliminate the need tions of the 388's FUNC- scope viewing of the

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, AUGUST 1976

modulation envelope.
The SWR position of the

388's FUNCTION switch

provides a four -digit
readout of standing wave ratios in the range
from 1.00:1 to 20.00:1,
with a resolution of .01
ratio point.

To permit measure-

ment of the frequencies
of other stages and sections in the transceiver

without disconnecting
the back -panel in -line
connections, the 388 is
equipped with a front -

panel BNC type connector which functions as the

input when the INPUT
pushbutton is pressed in
and the FUNCTION switch

is in the FREQUENCY
position.

The digital display of
the MODEL 388 is provided by 0.3 -inch light emitting diodes (LEDs)
and includes an automatically positioned decimal
point.

The "standard" version of the Model 388,
which is priced at $349,
has an internal time base

stability of .1 ppm for

+10% variations of line
voltage and lOppm for
ambient temperatures
from 0°C to 50°C, and a
time base aging rate of 5

ppm per year. A TIME
BASE EXTERNAL/INTER-

NAL switch and associated BNC type connector
on the back panel permit

..for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

use of an external time

accuracy of 1 ppm and an

ence.

ppm per year.

base frequency referModel 388X, which is
priced at $475, is identical to the "standard" 388
except that it is equipped

with a temperature -

compensated crystal os-

cillator (TCXO) time
base frequency refer-

ence, which, according to

Hickok, guarantees a

frequency measurement

aging rate of only + 1

internal modification.
As illustrated in an ac-

companying photo, the
Both versions of the Model 388, and the other

soon -to -be -announced
wide by 4 inches high by instruments in Hickok's
6 inches deep, weigh 4 new CommLine series of
lbs., and come equipped CB test instruments, can
Model 388 are 81/2 inches

to operate from either a be mounted in a side 105-125 VAC or 210-250 by -side
rack -mount,
VAC source (50-400Hz), which fits any standard
with provisions for oper- 19 -inch equipment rack
ation from a 12-14 VDC and is available in kit
source after a simple form from Hickok.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

6 -volt source and a DC convertor, or
can be powered by a line -voltage converter for base station use. The Model

M-5023 weighs only 2 lbs. and is
housed in a durable, dust -proof,

damp-proof steel container, and is delivered with crystals for all 23 chan-

nels. Includes external speaker, miNOISE CANCELLATION CB MICROPHONE

138

crophone and selective call unit jacks,
an illuminated front panel meter and
is fully solid state. Priced at $129.95.

A new noise -cancelling CB microphone designed for truck drivers is CORDLESS TELEPHONE SYSTEM 140
being introduced by A static Corporation. Named the Trucker II, the new
A new cordless telephone system
mike has been tested in the field by that provides extended range up to

2,000 feet has been introduced by
Gutzmer International, Inc. With

358 Ways

highly sensitive electronic circuitry
and telephone -quality performance,

To Save On

the new Model 500 Handifone features

optional push-button to dial pulse

Instruments,

conversion permitting operation
through any telephone exchange, a

"last -dialed" memory system for use
when busy signals are encountered,
and a battery saver system that provides up to 10 hours of constant talk
time, or two weeks standby time. The
Handifone includes a standard desk-

Citizens Band,
BurglarAlarms,
Automotive &

Hobby

Electronics!
The more you know about
electronics, the more you'll
appreciate EICO. We have a wide
range of products for you to
choose from, each designed to
provide you with the most
pleasure and quality performance
for your money. The fact that
more than 3 million EICO products
are in use attests to their quality
and performance.

"Build -it -Yourself" and save
up to 5O% with our famous
electronic kits.
For latest EICO Catalog and name
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader
service card or send 500 for fast first
class mail service.

truckers and is said to eliminate al
cab noises to produce only clear talk

in transmission. Trucker II has a

transistor amplifier and an adjustable
output over a range of approximately
40dB. It converts easily from "electronic" to "relay" operation.
CB TRANSCEIVER

A new, highly compact 23 -channel
CB transceiver is being introduced by
Zodiac Communications. Model
M-5023 measures only 81/4 x 21/4 x 61/2

inches and can be installed in a car's
glove compartment to minimize risk of

i/CO'®

...for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

ponder base station that plugs into
any standard telephone extension
jack. It uses two frequencies for duplex

operation and six operating channels.
Suggested retail price is $595.
CB REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS 141

A 20 -drawer metal cabinet full of

theft. It can be used, however, as the most commonly used CB radio re-

placement components is now available from Mallory Products. The com-

ponent collection also includes a
cross-reference guide for semiconductors and controls showing the component's original number or type desig-

EICO-283 Malta Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Leadership in creative electronics
since 1945.

139

type telephone set with a telescoping
antenna and walnut -finished Trans-

nation and the appropriate Mallory
replacement component. There are

either a mobile unit or base station. It three different component collections
is designed to work from a 12 volt DC in the series. No. CBSC 2001A consource, either positive or negative tains PTC transistors, diodes and inground, but it can also be used with a tegrated circuits. No. CBSC 2001B
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240 megohms tapped at 40 megohms,

and ECG HiDiv-2 is 244 megohms
tapped at 46 megohms. Overall dimensions of both dividers are: 2.75
inches high, 2.292 inches wide and
0.875 inches deep.
CB CHANNEL MONITOR

144

A new CB product that works in con-

Now!

LED Displays for:
Experimenters
Schools
Hams

junction with a car radio and a CB

Calculators Counters

Clocks Instruments

transceiver to monitor the CB channels has been introduced byEICO. The
Model CM -2 monitor terminates car

radio reception when a CB call is
contains ceramic, tantalum and VTT
electrolytic capacitors, and No. CBSC
2001C contains EWF film capacitors,

Guaranteed No. 1 industrial Quality
All Displays Are RED, COMMON -CATHODE MULTIPLEX

0.11 Inch. Standard 9 Digit Calculator & Counter
$4.30 ea
R7H-I22-9
0.12 Inch. 12 Digit Scientific & Micro -Processor
$5.75 ea
R7H-I1S-12

SX polystyrene capacitors, TT and TC
electrolytic capacitors, MTC and UA
controls and accessories. The cabinets

0.20 Inch. 31/2 Digit Meter&Instrument Display
84.30 ea

R7H-I 92-4

0.50 Inch. Clock & Timer Display

are available singly or in No. CBSC
2003, which is a 60 -drawer service

85.25 ea

R7R-502-4

0.27 inch. Single Digit For All Applications

center.

81.00 ea

827R

SPECIFICATIONS INCLUDED WITH EACH SHIPMENT

TV/FM INTERFERENCE FILTER

142

Send Check or Money Order to

Bovvmar

A new line of interference filters
that are compact and easy to install is

4900 East Indian School Road
Pnoenix, Arizona 85018
Phone: (602)959-4760

being introduced by Electronic

Specialists, Inc. The filters are de-

Minimum Order 510.00 Please
Arizona Residents Include 5% Sales Tax

heard. After a short delay, following

the call, the device returns the car

Quantity Inquiries Invited

radio to normal operation. Because the

CM -2 is sensitive to both audio and

...for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card

Put safety first ...
Use RCA flameproof
film resistors .

Design engineers prefer
them because they won't
flame or short under the
most severe conditions.
Service technicians prefer
them because they're safe
replacement parts.
RCA flameproof film
resistors have a 2% tolerance
and are available in 1/4 watt,

signed for CB operators who need to
eliminate CB interference with TV or
FM in their neighborhood or family.
The three models available include
one tunable model, and two factory tuned models, one of which installs di-

rectly on the affected TV or FM receiver.
DIVIDER NETWORKS FOR TV

143

Two high -voltage divider networks
that replace 52 industry part numbers
used in color TV receivers have been
added to the ECG semiconductor line
of GTE Sylvania. The devices, designated ECG HiDiv-1 and ECG HiDiv-2,

are used to derive focus voltages in
some color TV sets. ECG HiDiv-1 is

1/2 watt, 1 watt, and 2 watt
ratings. Resistance values
range from 10 Ohms to 1.5
Megohms, depending on
wattage rating. Altogether,
there are 475 film resistors to
choose from.
See your RCA Distributor for
all the details, or write to
RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, Sales
Promotion Services, Cherry
Hill, NJ 08101.

ncn

Flameproof
Film Resistors
...tor more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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RF, it also silences the car radio when
the operator transmits on CB. It will
operate with any car radio that has an
external speaker, and any CB, marine
or ham radio equipped with an exter-

nal speaker jack. It comes equipped
with all necessary mounting
hardware and full instructions. Price
at $29.95

for servicing or for channel changing.

Modules are: a 6 -MHz wide -input

r SIIIIIIRP-11111

amplifier with variable gain for agc; a
main amplifier with five broad -band rf
stages as well as power supply and agc
control circuitry; and an output mod-

by Blonder -Tongue. The amplifier,
Model HMCA-b, is used to increase the

signal and stabilize the level of a
VHF TV STRIP AMPLIFIER

145

A new high -output vhf single channel strip amplifier for MATV and
CATV headends has been introduced

single TV channel, and features high
gain, low noise and a wide -range au-

tomatic gain control circuit. Each
HMCA-b consists of three modular
sections which can be removed easily

ule consisting of a directional filter
diplexer to permit mixing of alternate
channels in a system. Strip amplifiers

are designed for rack or surface
mounting.

COMPONENT SERVICING KITS

146

Six different capacitor and resistor
service kits, with a total of 520 compo-

ICORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL
HOME OF

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price
East or West Coast!

* Bargain Tools
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

SPECIAL
OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

SEND FOR FREE
ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER
100 TUBES OR MOSE

33c PIN TUBS

III

e

LAB TESTED USED

OVER $10.00r

is $59.70.

NEW 48 PAGE
COLOR CATALOG

PLR TUBE
OP LIMIT)

FROM THIS LIST

* Dumont Picture Tubes

* Diodes-Transistors--Kits

6AG5
6AU6
6AX4

* Tube Cartons

6CB6
616

6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours

I

nents, are now available through distributors from International Components Corporation. Included in the kits
are: aluminum electrolytic, tantalum,
ceramic disc, metalized polyester film
and polyester film capacitors as well
as carbon composition fixed resistors.
Each type is in a different kit consisting of compartmentalized box with
locator card. Dealer cost for all six kits

..tor more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATALOG
Huge select

terns, suppi,.. .11.

trared beams. controls. door switches.
bells, sirens 500 items. 99 pp packed
with technical details, notes.
(Outside U.S.. send $1.00.)

44

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016

...for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card

Meet the Money -Maker Monitor.
Lampkin 109. CB to 500 MHz. $1,550.
Measure / Generate
than 0001%
Optional eight 12 M
to 512 MHz
Eight -digit display to 01

Calibrated output 50 in
0.1 my
Measure / Generate 0 1
AM, metered
Internal Mod 50 Hz to 60

Optional full FM functi
1 MHz sweep, frequency e
meter.

$1,550. Options extra.

4

Manufacturers of Precision Communications Test Equipment Since 1932

LJUNIPKIN LABORATORIES INC.

P.O. Box 9048 Bradenton,Fla. 33506 - Ph. 813 746-4175
u`1976 Lampkin Laboratories Inc.

...for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NEW! An absolute)] LEGAL way

continued from page 40

TABLE 4
Developing Labor Cost Percentage
Labor Cost
Percentace

Direct

Year Labor Cost
1974
$64.687
1975
$74.390
1976
$96,829

Gross Sales (Parts & Labor)
$191.186
$198,922
$218.967

to Pull In Distant,Weak
CB Signals!

33.8%
37.4 %
44.2

TABLE 5
Developing Labor Gross Profit Percentage
Year
1974
1975
1976

Labor Sales
$125,606
$127.162
$139,887

Labor Profit
$60,919
$52.772
$43,058

Labor Cost
S64.687
$74,390
S96.829

Labor Gross Profit Percentage

percentage (parts profit

Labor Profit

Labor Gross
Profit Percentage'
48.5 %
41 5 %
30.8 %

MAKES
INCOMING
CB SIGNAL VOLTAGE
10 TIMES STRONGER

Labor Sales

TV set, you use these

percentages to diagnose
2. Gross labor profit the trouble to the section
percentage (labor profit or area, and then to the
stage and, finally, the
divided by labor sales)
3. Overhead burden part. With ratios or perpercentage in relation to centages you can find the

PERMITS "WALL-TO-WALL"

divided by parts sales)

direct labor cost (over-

CB RECEPTION FROM MUCH
GREATER DISTANCES

MAY BE USED WITH BOTH AM AND SSB

FAIL-SAFE. AUTOMATICALLY BY-PASSED WHEN
TURNED OFF AND WHEN TRANSCEIVER TRANSMITS

area and then dig into

the things that make up
that percentage.
Next month, we'll tell
Each one of the key
percentages we've sug- you how a balance sheet
head expense divided by
direct labor cost)

CAN BE USED WITH NEG. OR POS. GND

CONNECTS EASILY BETWEEN CB XCVR & ANTENNA

CHEARTRONK3
INCORPORATECI

is developed and the benarea of your business. efits of balance sheet

gested points to a specific

Like trouble -shooting a analysis.

45 HOFFMAN AYE

HAUPPAUGE. N

1118/ (5161582 3312

Our business is improving yours!
...for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

STILL NUMBER ONE.
Leading Causes of Death
United States:1972 Estimates

1,062,160

Diseases of Heart and Blood Vessels

910,843

All Other Causes Combined

WE HAVE YOUR BEST INTEREST AT HEART.
Give Heart Fund

American Heart Associationt
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: 401 per word: 50ft per word Bold Face
Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. Minimum

$10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed
$43.00 per inch, 1 inch minimum. Remittance must
accompany order. Mail ad copy to: Roz Markhouse,
ET/D, 757 3rd Ave.. N.Y.. N.Y. 10017

Business Opportunities

solid-state audio & TV bench techs. CB ex-

perience helpful. Send resume to Glentronics Inc., Box 6-L Sunny Isle, St. Croix,
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820.
8,76

REBUILD PICTURE TUBES: Save 50 to
75% by rebuilding your own picture tubes.
You can purchase a plant from us to rebuild
from one to 50 tubes per day with one week
of schooling and follow up instructions in
your plant. Factory Outlet, 951 E. Hudson
St., Columbus, OH 43211, 614-263-0645. TF

Get Late Model Color TV's (rebuildable) for $10-$20-$30. All you need.
Simple legal method earns to $100 day
plus for TV techs. Detailed method, instructions, $10 pp. Economy TV RenTF

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Report on jobs now open. Details FREE.
Aviation Employment Information Service, Box 240 Y, Northport, New York
11768.

retire. Land, store, stock, equipment all
free and clear. Zenith -Admiral -Quasar,
real nice and profitable if you try at all.
Loyd Rutland, 123 North Seventh Avenue.
Wauchula, Fla. 33873 Move to sunny Fla.
813-773-9744
876

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano

Virgin Islands family -run shop needs

tals, Box 2890, Denver CO 80201.

FOR SALE-complete TV -Radio -CB store
(appl. available) Sales & Service -28 years
in Wauchula. 44x82 CB building. Want to

6-77

Tuning Device tunes ALL musical instru-

ments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpensively! Tuner Construction-Piano Tuning
Instruction PLAN SET Complete $12.98
Airmailed Postpaid! Moonlighting quickly

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE
We buy and sell NEW AND USED CRT rebuilding machinery. COMPLETE TRAINING.
Buy with CONFIDENCE from the ORIGINAL
MFGR. For complete details. send name.
address and zip code to
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES
3520 W Fullerton Ave Chicago. IL 60647
Phone 312-342-3399

BUSINESS FOR SALE - TV SALES
AND SERVICE. ESTABLISHED. RCA

AND ZENITH. CONTACT JACK

EDDE. P.O. BOX 53, LYNCHBURG,
TENNESSEE 37352.

repays $40 electronics investment!!
GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box
100W, Green Bank, WV 24944.

A. Bolin, 6361 Balsam Lake, San Diego, CA
92119.
TF

Vermont Radio -TV Sales-Service. Long
established. New building w/rental space.
Private parking. Price $280,000. Details
to qualified principle(s) only. Marble City
Realty, P.O. Box 265, Rutland, Vermont
8/76

TV shops: Increase your income. Repair
and update MATV Systems with patented
method. $200.00 day possible. Training
available. P.O. Box 809, Boynton Beach,
Fla. 33435.

Construction Plans

TF

TV Sales and Service in same location 15
years. Nets over $25,000. Retiring. Including truck, equipment, & inventory 25,000.

05701.

12/76

SURPRISE! Free Catalog! WE SELL
THE MOST UNUSUAL CONSTRUCTION PLANS USING NUMERICAL
READOUTS!! Digital Plans: Capacitance

Meter, VOM, Frequency Counter, Oral
Thermometer, Automobile Tachometer,
Speedometer, Sobriety Tester. ALSO: Ten
Band Graphic Equalizer, LED Volume In-

dicator, Human Pluse Tachometer, TV
Video Ping-Pong Game. PLAN SETS are
$3.49 each or ALL eleven for only $15.98

Airmailed Postpaid! GREEN BANK

SCIENTIFIC, Box 100X, Green
Bank, W.Va. 24944.

West Pacific Electronics, Box 25837, W.
Los Angeles, CA 90025.

...write here.

1

2

3

6

12

issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS
NO AGENCY COMMISSION

NAME

COMPANY

STREET
CITY

STATE

MAIL COPY FOR AD(S) TO ROZ MARKHOUSE,

L

ZIP

Electronic Technician/Dealer, 757 Third Ave , New York, N Y 10017

RATES: 40¢ per word; 50¢ per word Bold Face Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number.
Minimum $10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed $43.00 per inch, 1 inch
minimum.

ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN/DEALER CLASSIFIED
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TF

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS -All Transistors Original Factory Made. Free Catalog.

send a message...

1. Number of insertions: (circle)
2. Start with (month)
3. Amount enclosed' $

9 76

12 76

RCA factory service data for TV, radio,

MOVING? BE SURE
TO LET US KNOW
YOUR NEW ADDRESS

etc. for 1951-1964, preferably complete in
binders for each file year. Also RCA sales
spec sheets, any year to present. Carleton
Sarver, 256 West 88th Street. New York,
8/76
NY 10024.

11L

TELEVISION
PICTURE TUBES

SONY PARTS -Tuners, Cabinets, Antennas, Knobs, Speakers, Earphones,
Switches, Pots, Components and Cheater
Cords available at 50%-75% savings. All
parts have been removed from new Trinitron color sets. Parts available for every
Trinitron ever produced. Price list available. World Video, Inc., Box 117, Boyer 8/76
town, Pa. 19512.

STOP...

Don't junk that television set. ASE manufactures the world's most complete line of tele-

vision picture tubes. No other company offers:
Over 2200 types of television picture tubes.
Most types immediate delivery.
Transportation paid in some areas.
Tubes for Old or New Models.
Complete line of both black & white and
color.
Full 2 -year factory warranty.
Lowest prices anywhere.
Finest quality.

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE. Reconditioned or repairable,
from Aerospace Industry and DOD. $0.50

for catalog. James Walter Test Equip-

Write today for more information.

ment, 2697 Nickel Street, San Pablo, CA

Allied Sales & Engineering, Inc.

94806.

Dept. 41, Pimento, Ind. 47866
Telephone 812-495-6555
We Accept BankAmericard and Master Charge.

TV & RADIO TUBES .360 EA!! Send for
free color parts catalog Your order free if

CONVERT YOUR B & K 465 OR 486
REJUVENATOR to a powerful c.r.t. restorer system. Step by step plans with pic-

tures $8.00. James Chancellor, 1708
Edgerly, Albany, Ga. 31707.

9/76

not shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics 4215-17 University San Diego
California 92105

YOUR

COLLECT

SION SERVICING. A full line of yoke

adaptors, convergence plugs, yoke CRT and
convergence extension cables for all color
test jigs. We also have focus power supplies

and solid state matching transformer sys-

tems. Write for free catalog to: JEM

ELECTRONICS, 5401 OXFORD AVE.,
8,76
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124.
LINEAR AMPLIFIER for C.B., 2 -meter,
walkie-talkie. Tiny Solid -State Portable
Unit produces 100 Watt PEP from Milli watts and can be inserted inside existing
unit. Build for about $20. Send $5.00 for
plans to: J. Martin Peter, P.O. Box 07071,
1177
Milwaukee, WI 53207.

Sencore: UPS164 Power Supply 39G42
Module Master new condition $175.00.
FS134 Field Strength Meter new/warranty

$275.00. Nutone, 612 Range End Road,
Dillsburg, PA 17019. 1-717-432-5918.

OVER -DUE

BILLS -NO COLLECTION FEES.

NEGATIVE Ion Generator. Construction
plans $5.00 or send $1.00 for information
on completely assembled unit, refundable

on purchase. Golden Enterprises, Box
1282ET, Glendale, Arizona, 85311.

8/76

TEST JIGS FOR COLOR TELEVI-

Unique, effective collection system. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free guide. Audit Controls, Inc., 103 Brookside Ave., Fair Lawn,
TF
NJ 07410.

8/76

LEARN BASIC DIGITAL TROUBLESHOOTING by correspondence. Information Free. Educational Technologies, Dept.
ETD, Box 224, Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068.

For Sale

TRANSISTOR TESTER. Convert Tran-

9/76

sistor Radio Into In -circuit Transistor
Tester. Tone Indicates Good Transistor.
Plans $2.00. SZA Electronic Systems
Inc., 3 Bayberry Lane, Levittown, NY

Heath Test Equipment: 5 MHZ Triggered
Sweep Scope, $200. 21/2 Digit DVM, $80.

11756.

10/76

Color Bar Pattern Generator, $100. All

calibrated and in excellent condition. Tom

Henry, 5825 Bird Cage Street, Citrus

BURGLAR ALARM DIALING UNIT au-

Heights, CA 95610.

8/76

8/76

NEW ADJUSTABLE THREE OUTPUT
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY, plus 900
parts worth $400.00 list. Solid state CARTRIVISION television recorder electronic

unit. Schematics, parts cross reference

HEATHKIT television transistor substitutions. Power CB radios. MICROPROCESSORS. $17.95 plus $3.50 S&H. USA. Free

Brochure. MADISON ELECTRONICS
COMPANY, INCORPORATED, Box 369,
10/76
D88, Madison, Alabama 35758.

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES DEALERS ONLY Zenith 95-2501-25322638-2667-889633 etc. $14.95 Magnavox
361380-1 $13.95 etc. Sylvania, G.E. etc.
$13.95 to $19.95. Request for price list on
your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises,
Inc., 71 Alpine Way, Huntington Station,
N.Y. 11746.

8/76

tomatically calls police. Easy to program

and easy to install. Immediate delivery
$29.95. Free literature. S&S Systems,
5619-E. St. John, Kansas City, Mo. 64123.
8/76
(816) 483-4612.

REPAIR TV TUNERS -High earnings,
Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks,

Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $2. Refundable. Frank Bocek, Box 3236, Ent.,
Redding, CA 96001.

TF

ADVERTISING PACKAGE FOR TV
service shops. Inexpensive eye catching ads
contain personal message from you -build
customer confidence. Keeps your name be-

fore the public weekly. PROVEN RESULTS. Thirty ads with instructions.
$19.95. Sample $1.00 refundable. TV TIPS,
430 South Jefferson, Lebanon, Mo. 65536.
10-76

FOR SALE or TRADE: B&K 1077B, Television Analyst. Asking $400.00. Will take

almost anything of equal value in trade.
Bernard Eger, Box 75, BAFS, Baxidette,
MN 56623.

8/76

Electronic
Solid State
Multimeter

We may be the NEW Kid on the block;
But we know what the OLD Timers
can't "OFFER"
This FEATURE PACKED Multimeter
at a low price.

MERATESTER
100 M,..2 input resistance

Accurate to 1 5% AC/DC
80 Ranges
Floating input for absolute user safety
Full overload protection
90 dB common mode rejection factor
5 mV to 50 kV FSD, AC DC with probe
Battery or power line operation
150 mm, 6" mirror backed -scale
0 15 NA to 150A AC/DC. FSD with shuntbox

$16000
FOB Racine
Wisconsin

1

Resistance ranges to 10.000 Me..!

Rugged design, ease of operation,

Completely portable
Supplied in leather carrying case

low cost and versatility of the

Alternative low level test voltage 24 mV is availab e to
allow measurements to be made n solid state circuits
without 'turning on' the devices.

International
Business
Systems, Inc.

2522 18th St Racine. WI 53403
Telephone (414) 634-2328TWX 910-271-2601

Meratester makes this portable.

general purpose meter equally
suitable for LABORATORY. EDUCATION and GENERAL SERVICE
APPLICATION in fields such as
Geophysics. Computer Servicing,

Transmitter or Radar and Audio
Servicing, etc.

...for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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Some stores
sell test
equipment
at discount
prices.
At Fordham
we discount
their discount
prices.

READER

BUY THE PANTS!

SERVICE INDEX

GET THE SHIRT

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

105 American Technology Corp. ..13

106 Antenna Corp. of America ....30
107 B & K Div., Dynascan
29
108 Blonder -Tongue
Laboratories Inc.

17

109 Bowmar Canada Ltd.

45

110 Chemtronics Inc.

47

111 Cornell Electronics

46

Complete line of tubes,
tools and electronic supplies

50

116 GC Electronics Co

10
11

-

I.

Consumer Renewal ...Cover 3, 3
118 Hickok Electrical Inst. Co.
40
119 International Business
49

120 Jerrold Electronics Corp.

23

121 Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
122 Leader Instruments Corp.
123 MTI

46

FREE! Then tell us how to

you are and what you sell.

We do that for as little as

126 RCA -Resistors

FREE
Shirt Offer

bination that ADVERTISES

Peg -Hang Packs -

103 Triplett Corp.,
for demonstration

Competitively
Priced!

39

128 RMS Electronics, Inc.
135 Tab Books

50

129 Triad/Utrad

13

104 Triplett Corp.,
for information
130 Wahl Clipper Corp.
131 Weston Instruments
133 Winegard Co.
Smart CB'ers
know .. the best
CB set and antenna is only as good as the

hook-up cable used. Should'nt you sell
and make your installations with the best?
Write for latest Catalog...

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y., 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700

Cover 4

181 Fifth Ave., Rochester, Ind. 46975
...tor more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card

sh-h-h-h

silence
is
golden

Put the hush on scratchy,
raspy, whiney controls with
Ouietrole electronic cleaners
and lubricants. You'll have
happy customers that you'll
see again next time their
equipment needs servicing.

ilL Bs. II
SPRAY -PACK
I.U11111-CLEANER
Tv TUNERS. SWITCHES,

Cover 4

ROO. POTS., RELAYS. ESC'

t:

12
CAUTION

9
NEI

tuners, switches, controls,
relays, slides, etc. Carried
by leading jobbers and distributors everywhere.

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

However, the publisher can not guarantee its accuracy
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.:,

.".

This index is furnished for the readers' convenience.
due to circumstances beyond our control.

Ouietrole aerosol and eyedropper lubricants are easy
to use, extremely effective.
Harmless to plastics and
metals. Non-conductive,
non -inflammable, noncorrosive. With zero effects
on capacity and resistance.

Ouietrole lubricants-for

19

10

and
CATALOG

ELIN MANUFACTURING CO.

26

134 Workman Electronic
Products, Inc.

...for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

working

Write today.

45

RCA -Semiconductors

every

idea behind this offer.

46

6, 7

of

day. So effective, you'll do
business with us for a long
time. And that's the whole

41

127 RCA -Receiving Tubes

Write for

ing shirt and pants corn-

102 PTS Electronics, Inc. .Cover 2, 1
125 Quietrole Co.
50

feature
Highest Quality
Coaxial Cable- Maximum Shield - Full Size Reusable
PL -259 Connectors soldered, not crimped- Full Size Lugs - Wide Selection of
Cable Lengths - -

a

YOUR BUSINESS every

5

Supply Co.

CB CABLES

SUPPLY. CO

letter your shirt so that it
tells who you are, where

124 Mountain West Alarm

RMS

TOLEDO

color catalog at regular

minute

37

Systems

ALL CB HOOK-UP CABLES
ARE NOT THE SAME!...

shown in our brilliant, four-

$2.00! The result is

GTE Sylvania,

...for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

from the wide choice

sharp -looking, long -wear-
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These three components are altered by the running change. It
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IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

THE SHADED AREA ON THIS SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM INCORPORATES SPECIAL FEATURES
IMPORTANT FOR PROTECTION FROM X-RADIATION, FIRE AND ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARDS.
WHEN SERVICING IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONLY MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFIED PARTS BE
USED FOR THE CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN THE SHADED AREAS OF THE SCHEMATIC.
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All resistors are carbon 1/4W resistor, unless otherwise
noted the following marks.
Unit of resistance is OHM 10
Solid resistor
Metal oxide resistor
Wire wound resistor
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5

Thermistor
:
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.

..,.,,o.
Pas.

25C1012
2SC1012A

All capacitors are ceramic 50V capacitor. unless otherwise
noted the following marks Unit of capacitance is uF, unless
otherwise noted
2.1
Polyester capacitor
S
Polystyrene capacitor

TEST POINT
Test point position
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT

V:

TPA2

Voltage is measured by a volt ohm meter with DC 20K OHM V
receiving color bar signal. when all controls are set to the

:

PO"... w110

COIL

Unit of inductance is
4

:

oltmako .4*

N

NOTICE

7SA636
co. , A nos

indicates. waveform number See main manual
is found, connection is easily found along
with the direction of an ariow
When schematic diagram of a board is described in more than two

/

6

Nmuam"bmeurminporesidtiocnircle

7

When arrow mark

8

places. they are encircled with dotted line ---

:

:

.44-=

:

Electrolytic capacitor
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1

500

RI1A

ik&G

6115

[0 AGC]

ibilika

1

00

AN247
1st 2nd V IF
A0C.NOISE CAN

C101

AGC1

hz.0

2.1

rtNz

Cpl

0

5L0

1,114

1.2R

5.1

1115T0.01

o06

I6V

......m,

250763
25C1450
250199
250199
250201
7307241A

1.0

J j

TNP11109

,

tEit

5.5
0 9 0

I

CI 0

II

-.0,,,

TLI31366

AMP

AFT BIAS

064-11V

L_

43,,.......

750847

TIOI

210 VIF

AOC AMP

220

10

25A483
ISA 755
250662

VI/

AMP

1LV

Nod
.0..040 ...

295402

[

C111

AMP

10000P

302i

0

IF AOC

Coo

120Ik

CD 0

25C1919

1142IC

3904

331,

r-

100g

7501384

-g5

6' 05

12k
c104._L--Ciozku 3-ur

2SCTIT

2SC1317

2501316
25C1300

f

R105

91L -T

111113R111
106

T,

5r

TR3

4.0

r

3irk

1111

RIO

isr

+ NV

30KB

6104.

io

moor
CIE

CcI01

K905

154

V-11'405 3.7

Pr

3.3

All A0,11

4

2.1

14011

I

Kt 1.2K

2/011411

=1215

tztc

R102.6

--0---1

crii zr

tr

GI

26F248

tztk

Meg

C'1

TN.

23A 719
25012111

6101.

zzOOr

Gz

LE

fl101

0902

L9

2 L CH

refis-

C35

2SA564A

7

4

-o-

XTF%-z.---IC-- -----1-, IS CH
L5

.9-

2SAIS64

VHF IF CH

5!.

rrigi24114

L4

110`,00 v..

...

3.2

EFC-A451M1 T

VHF TUNER TNT6641FE

00.1

...".

L401

x901 c

.ainowviim

ri------24-ri-vokli----

oz.,. z..

t.z

171.*,11\

T107

I

Tool "wr
ta)
zzoor

CIL
44.

630

I MI
rh

.1

1.3

111

Malt

inno..0...

8+

11

ISOM

...

A

4:5

C;11r1r

EOtteC,O.

Ap--

OW Mu,

*KT.c.

1_4,_ISZZOL

U4-

,

40

eau

WWIla
210k

CI ;IP

13 3.:

-BOARD)

L'13 II

OW
41111

OW ,di

Dial,
i7
TUNIER015TNIK361i1icE

22K
.

INPUT

....

TNP65122AZ

I

(C1-115 Oily)

oI

that these three

the same type number of the component used.

Color TV Chassis
NMX-P3B

o,

is essential

components are altered simultaneously, and if any of them is replaced, it should be replaced with
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VOL

VOL

aIrl ®6(5® ®

OC -I S

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEXT PAGE

PANASONIC
Color TV Chassis
NMX-P3B

1Y-ROAROI TNP6 592OHJ
'SCREEN]

A

)
1+12v1

10232
AN239

61)

3rd VIF
DE7 SIF

0391

2015

CB
ED

0

LI I9
TIO3
TIOZ

509

7,10

0303

:

4.91(

.W
0301 50

lib
39

3r

Lf_,

RECTIFIER

L103

44
c115

HIErH V0LTA6E

0309

TLIJI39

TLIJI31,1

F

TO

Cr.

C120

-..C111
360 460 410 215

0.01
ILi°1

C311

Ural
1-0301
TLI1135-1

101

EFCXSAASPN

ZQ

491 rr

0

131.

4-9

X5

0

Tutu
t;

I.'

T

204

IkSCI
120

314

711I

120
1

B.

zB

D301

0331

maim

10

120

II

12K

Vo
2Sc1520-K
-OUT]

S

ry

Cool

I

RUM

TR351

12K

TLS3360

K

150Z

770314.

313

TZ02

iI

Ka5E1
170

ANODE

L554

A12

03.2R

0205

XVI

:mum

Yzi9

C201,

112E®3.6
03)

R3
1500K

TU(66001

TLKL60011 _

C203 ..*
032 _ ozoz

73.6

12

I LC30
r-L0304i

VIDEO
11:301

03'3
4:7r,

1.0

2.0

r

-

4900

AN245

01

it

4

II

410

CA50a

.1.r\i16 0

"b1,00
LcLK9oz

5001;
-LiZ503

::

;

1e

LC301

;111(1,4001

TLS23111

3

51061822
030
2.2

11.0

0.0 o0o

2

PICTURE TUBE

C314- r

z0_

3.9 21.113
i0

t_50z.

1.201

8201

cool

-(

330F

LZ

To.o
85c

36o r ri-r

TR301

2SA719

[SERVICE SWI

MO]

,T4.901'

ES0176D

t X602
EFCA

C611

icow-r Y1-1 4030101
1APC1

-2.1 LC 601
1101,3111

.11'

1110

LLOT6104-ICI

FFFODDDOtP11.Z

L10

um

161

93

CLOZ

8106

I2V

O.

11.4

0

111b

8332

4:90474;

220
2(555

R091'

04.1"100z

12fT

(1)

116

6.5

1101

15

410

0

6.5

pEt20-K1

5

r`r

CLOT

RLIS
10

TR.353

=

LLOI 010

072

490

Lds
z.mc

0.01

etio
3.6

o

0
3.1

3

4

GI
3

3.6

0620
299

9.

L609

16331

53

220

wit

Z0 it FR DRIVE

0 33
00050

-Y

5

FB.DRIVEI

49
1KILLI

IC601

AFT

6

PC138 OC
CHROMA

41#0

8-1

GAIN

CHROMA

()TINT

WAS, AMP

DIM

CONT

R1,

r

29077

;

'

CO -153
1

C0LII

LOS
CM
R315

-1T

62.0 d.5 61.4

0L17.7
0.01 rb

DLOI

22

t"°

[WU

7.11r171

ko

scot
zr

_

Cilt=
,

1200F

.-

SW

5-Y
E

ie

170v

'9)

(11)(10)-

L1,22

82

Or

4
10

CO -75

COIF

CR601

EXKIDOIC

41-4
r(411

004 lor

a CI 19

.530K
- CLIO
-41

0125

oir

560

+

501

ICCIS

Q

PR
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U

PANASONIC
Color TV Chassis
NMX-P3B

M0

0

LN

CO-IP

CT -915
ONLY

TOP -1131;

D904

ir

8114

CR1

CRI

INPUT

5111

1909 110T-11

15

r-

RI

Tip.z

K712

-0

D'I15

21M

711P

/112

350

'1015501£111

II

_J

05

05--.5135

SELECT

15

L

WTR/0

RT/0 P

TNP65950AA 10-BOARDI

.AFTIoON
X01
N951

II

uno
D101
TOP -10-0

500n
INPUT

8521

;OV

0220

L4.11

1004

L5/I

Ivoll

D102

D11 I

KM

151011,

D101- D905
RAIL

FT IN TI

IGONTI

DEFLECTION YORE

7.--°t1V.V

0T -WO -O

Ii11141111

IOUs

TLY5521-16

COW

C65

131C.6

8643
120

SK5R3 Z

1

100211

-J

D115 RAIZC

TNS 1106 -25

L

CONVERGENCE BOARD

TLH

AND YOKE ASSEMBLY

CO -10P

Y
TNP65346AA(B-BOARD)

CO -9S

C4I9

CO IOS

OY

8 1-Th
1

TR454

L506
LHLIZO

2S 4 1-EK
I., ft
R4I0

R4

41'\

4k

Z2K

R4401

tot

-04i
13404
0.047 -

152

CO -OZ

8

1

140-11162
z0Z51117.

4°)

--I

5

C4I5

2

t KW

IZIl

1-'7

r7

2SC1327-T

8454

''

3

220

290

5506
E1113D5W11 8522

1V-30

CORR

Lila

541k eys

HH

D5
11

SIB01
OI

D5o5
U F-

0-

02 0

0t

524 C .

2

2 Z50

I+T 1>ivr

5.5

-02

63

Z

ERBZ4OLA

L401

5.50161

IN

.

8411 4 R415 10R5

POI

GG

ISOV

1LV

22

MA150

E
EE

FF

14-17ovi

1-MPIC51. 5

Ict:6

120 611

C410
4..O

CA414

CC

TOMBOTTOM

oTR455

IVDSC1

4-1

ngeill

610 IV/
W
Kti

-EK

1

M-10

12

041512

TR401

,T 400V
'

Il037

DD

611 I 6

T5D4

2.5

0.0

Vt4413

1

-

4.
G51164

+0..

M3.R.
5

MAZ66111

TR402 10

0 004

ISO 511

LOV

100V

D405

iERTD_ZF

alk

431-115k40i VtR401U15
,100

4.,,f
44.1

C401
I 65V

TVSQA01.01KE

MB Mr

TLH

G4-14

111,n_

5.5k

1441

VP

3.5R

14420

04 Z
11K

05621t
5

R411

N.HEIGNT1

04 ®

0.01

itro
111411
ZOO5

BB

D5I5
85061.20

/

LIN]

k4-74

2411
0.414OZ
L

I

020 in Sov

mD40Az66IV

R540

6111,0

J( -IX)

16

16341

610401041

R5I1

.1.21,11

R503

ir D5
C502z Dm01'

410 ii022

0505
125

C501

TR5OZ

251_

T301

TuKupi

G506

2SA 64A -OR

r

doom .2
(tim

G510.6051

16545

503rT

313K

(1.114

154 0501
OJAI

116

15.2

1.3

4ZONV
11C

051

16.2

TR506
2SA5640140.25A5
SC
IGABLE
UT

0545 8544
110
*15K 1I'.)ic

LSO,

D515

ISO

Of PAISO

D504

16.5

0,53

KU- Q4.

5-0

K541
ZZO
6.1

16523

5.65

0

L504- 0

H.Dfti NE
TRANSFORMER

C53 0

150r

,L2.1_6+1 VOLTAGE RECTIFIER

L5FSM05

00IA
OUT

106`=1 0526

IN

Ir

I20
T501
TLH64.21

ECX- 610'70B 0512

E4411

S

L502

sum

r5I0

01

D511

TV5TD15
TVSSID50

TOT

I

F

1652y.n410

T

'Tm5°

F6, OG1131

FVK
'`10515zt--1

ISOLE AMP

D50
EGIA03

1-01RE

C540

4.1
Z5V
la
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JJ

1

PANASONIC
Color TV Chassis
NMX-P3B

Q

S

T

U

PR

FROM PIN SIDE

FROM FIN SIDE

CO -sr

CO -3S

V

y

X

cog'

CO -12F

W

Vert

Z

yet. Bill Pulse

CO-ZP

EP411

00 Oa

S

AA

El 0
ADL

wv

udio

000V

BB

0)

170V

DO

T251
ETA41DI LA

CC

EE

3r

ilrater

FF

CO -4S

1+11svi

GG

TR804
2SC16

ClII
-OR

rj

,411

%)1 44900T

R.MER

CO -61'

TR801

2SF1168

NO10 Y

184- RE01

(15)

HH

fli25

IITIL

.Ilk

0.51
ZW

101,47

104

,z1

81000 in

imos
I316

1.1F

)(251
L ..100)iw
C,251+

100 -

4,11

EQ1501 11Z_S

(112Z

Itor

_cal)

C11

-

4.

r -r

IS )

4-.15

Luz

0:

-(110

11250

(20)

F..3V

o.

IL 01

400V

13

to
blOb
5103

II
422
1110

0112

225

Ms
5 1A

615

Oya

0001

5505

C210

500,-,

MI

300802

nki

r-7 500

6

®

t0004
s 56Il

T801

,.

0004

0.01,8
115V AC

Eltt

5

TLF;215-1

Cool

LEO

5.9

01
101.$1k

D103
E 0 :501116°1

-oats

11

-(03

0.1 Tr

m01411111

i.-.01:TI:10::61.--

r-7

9011,

;

6-11R5110 51

078 4-78 r-/

C804-

0.0041
1500 AC

INTERLOCK

LILO

TLFL503-3=

; rvni
LINE
FILTER

6
FUSE Kim
(SA 031)00

L

.. L_ --J
CO -or

10
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AC 1200

SPEAKER
EikSIONOZS

1656
GENERAL
ELECTRIC

ELECTIempawrit:5 2117=.6.4Ca X

B/W TV Chassis
XA-2

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS
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amtm.

1 (I24

6116

I--upiF

-

r

TUNER

ri?:13
,
8+
L

,
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1

I

'

(-21-
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r- 1

I

6

___j

ST.

T

I

L0

:

,-

I

AR1Z

c

7,
t- 14254
21.
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L

11

S%

I

,
1

31

,

(1

MHZ

VHF L _
TUNER

11106

T.

Rr

(?'.

*

300

181,

8.0

RIOS

I°:1.8

1.--

062 -.03411T

MOM

P275

2.S 43IO

a 1°91
631 151"

FP 47

A

16v v

;6163

.01

0140

R

8107

K

TO

T c3O

3.S

3.38
2.7-6--A.N7-4--M-14,,

41

,

LIZ7

W

coo j_
oo

6301

2 5V

4.120.1

Yz W

Wm, -1-1- 2.5V

T300

I IOW
WV

1304 -1
.0202
C3031

1.0

50V

8216
40014

T..26 ik,3,
CON TRAST

7204

1.3

0301
AUDIO OUTPUT

2.6

360K

czoe
VERT AMP

6202
2. 7 M

37

701
.01

1301

TP

6308
1K

Pi 303

2.2K

6304

111

50 K
VOUJ1FC

15

6233

.474

1

IK

50 V

C202
22
50 V

1201

%CPC STICED AT 1/2

1.214
16,

vENTICAL ERECIUDE
1p II SCOPE STAKED AT

IM

+20.0

02K

20V
8.2

8208

1721A

20 V

020r4

"IF

TO
R:34

Pa
39 K C203

430

01.110E MEASuMEmENT MODE WITH A VTVAI WITH
RESPECT TO CHSSIS GROUND. RECEIVER SET FOR
NC91.111 OPERATION. MEASURMENTS MAY WI" !20%
AT 120v /C LINE VOLTAGE.

420.

120*
620

-

411
SW

(402
.001

TC401A
= 300,4
175

6403
3911

1/2W

0

R401 - ESI4X4S
8402 - E514571
C283 - ES2S8211

1251

+253

1_111.P
0251

1-20V
SDPPLT

1252
5.61/1.

41662 . 05(

I "L
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0253
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I 14

25 V

R256
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1

(253

_

(259

-I- 50v
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6277

-3
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+254 1876-
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NOTE: TO PROTECT 66.6.185T
CRT OURNOUt REPLACE HVT
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14360.

251
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EIE AO

P

2 VI
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1

T.0022_1
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I

t
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f
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(251
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KV

*FOI CCINTINuED PROTECTION AGAINST
X-RADIATION REPLACE ONLY WITH
ExACT ILE CATALOGUE NURSERS

8265

120V
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T2S2
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PP+
'SW

TO CRT
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--.
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ROM
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0
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100K
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C300
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/
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I
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r
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I
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I

L

4.0

SOY
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RI 10
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.114

C lel
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RIO-

L.

EMITTER
FOLLOWER

111-1-j_, ('23

,s,m

ir

14

VIDEO
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RIOS

C136

3.

AMP .

IF

4.4

133A.

1,r1?191°3.
limn
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0103

Y104

0021

15

0101

lb

VIDEO
OUTPUT
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(
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OA
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1st
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I6131
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.4.0

1.108

1.107

Y101
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T WV

'III

9

4

.64

HO

6014
47011
W2w

25V

,

14
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Suddenly, you're the most versatile
shop in town.

With this little 25 -pound test jig, you
can adapt to over 10,000 color sets, 59
different brands. Delta 70° and 90° tube,

hybrid, transis-

precision in -line chassis, including RCA,

Magnavox, Admiral and Sears. (We're
the first test -jig manufacturer to offer a
kit like this.)
CK3000 comes to you fully assembled, pretested

tor, SCR sweep. The Sylvania CK3000 and ready to use.
Just plug it in,

Anode voltages
to 30kV and more. Regular 4.5kV and
7.1kV focus voltages.

and you're in business. See it now, at

And our new optional In -Line Test Kit

GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components

lets you handle
more than 100

your Sylvania distributor.
Group, 100 First Avenue Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.

Simply the most versatile test jig
you can buy.
lap SYLVANIA

How to tell a SuperVOM from just
the everyday gardenvariety Brand X.
ONLY THE SUPERION1 (Triplett's New 60) HAS ALL THESE FEATURES:
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Nobody else offers these features in a VOM at any price. So for only $96, the Model 60 is
the safest, most versatile, most honestly priced quality VOM you can buy. And, for just $10
more, you can have the Model 60-A that has 11/2% DC accuracy, plus a mirrored scale.
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That's the kind of Triplett one-upmanship appreciated the world over by value con-

scious users in industrial production and maintenance. TV - Radio - Hi-Fi shops, vocational

training and hobbyists, airconditioning, appliance and automotive service, R & D, and
application engineering . .. anyone who wants to be more productive with the latest in
VOM technology. Model 60 Type 2 Approved by MESA, Approval 2G-2880.

Drop in on your nearest Triplett distributor or Mod Center and drop the rew Model 60.
Ask for a no -obligation demonstration of every feature. Compare it with any other VOM.
You'll know why Triplett Models 60 and 60-A eliminate over 90% of the costly repairs from
VOM misuses. Cultivate a profitable habit for selecting Triplett design -firsts.
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Triplett. TheAeasy readers
Circle 103 f
Circle 104

fifrnonstration.
more details.

TRIPLETT
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45617

